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LOCAL AFFAIRS.
NEW ADVERTISEMENT!* THIS WEEK.

bankruptcy—Eat Dannta E Norwood.
wt«.[In A Aoore— Apothecaries.
Lewi. Friend A Co—Clothing.
J A Cunningham—Confectioner.
In

General INSURANCE AGENTS,
Bitrrim. Bank Bldg.,
j

ELLSWORTH,

Most Reliable Home and

Robert Reed tell from his wagon near
the upper shoe factory yesterday afternoon, and wss dragged some distance by
tbe horse.
His face was cut and braised,
and one ear wss badly lacerated.
He is
oat again to-day.

ME.

For other local news

tee page. 4,8 and 8.
The Main street bridge Is being re-

Foreign Companies.

plsnked.
E. F. Robinson, A. W. King, J. A.
Tbe high school tennis club is planning Cunningham, C. R. Foster, Or. O. A.
for a tournament.
Phillips, O. W. Tapley, John H. Brimmer
and Harry C. Stratton left this morning
mini to salt on
George Lowell Is In Portland for tbe
Improved real ml ate and
MONEY TO LOAN collateral.
1
for • cruise of four or Are days to Penob———^
"Old Homo Week” celebration.
scot bay ports In tbe yacht “Era M.
»
Mrs. Percy Young, of New Bedford,
Martin’’, of Bass Harbor.
Mass., Is visiting relatives here.
IT’S VERY FASHIONABLE
The excursionists on Monaghan’s band
Mrs. C. C. Royal baa returned from a
this summer with some clothiers to advertise to sell goods at
picnic
yesterday report that when they
visit of several weeks In Boston.
a sacrifice, or almost give them away. I ain not giving away
passed Newbury Neck In tbe afternoon,
Rev. Pr. Cuff, of Quincy, Mass., Is visit* tbe Leri
Treworgy house was burning.
goods, or selling them below cost, but I will sell you first- ing Rev. P. H. Hayes for a few days.
This wss tbe old two-story frame buildclass, up-to-date
Gorton’s minstrels played to a good ing, long abandoned and falling to pieces,
bouse at Haucock ball Friday algbt.
which has for many years been one of tbe
CLOTHING and
About forty went on tbs Free Baptist prominent landmarks on Union River
excursion to Blunt’s pond last Thursday. bay.

Lowest Rates

■

■

I

|

IE Parker ciothlna.Co—Clothing.
Stratton A Weaeott—Hardware store.
w

RKPRK9RNT TUB

W*

Ellsworth to-day, where It was examined
with much enrtoelty. It Is almost ae
fine as flour, and under a microscope can
be seen to contain small particles which
look like (used metal.

Compatible with Safety.

1

11

FURNISHING GOODS

With “Old Hunneman” and “Tlconlc”
the contest at Bangor Friday,
doubtless will send a large
to the muster. “Tlconlc” will
go over with a big Ellsworth Falls crew.
She has been tuned up to beat “Old Hunneman” if she can. There Is a lively rivalry between these two engines outside
the general contest.

Miss Alice Adams Is home from New-

margin over cost. Iswk over goods advertised at a tonville, Maas., for bar summer vacation. engines In
Ellsworth
sacrifice; then inspect my goods. 1 think it will pay you. I
E. H. Pratt, principal of Ellsworth
delegation
give full value the year ’round.
in
school
last
was
tbe
year,
olty
blgb
at a small

Monday.
Mrs. C. H. Drummey and Mrs. F. M.
are visiting tbe Misses McDonald
In Machlaa.

OWEN BYRN.

Gaynor
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buys

90c.
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A.

pair

of Lace Curtains

Adv.

our

enough for any

:

5

SON.

l

5

begin runuing

will

vivj,

this week.

William L. McDonald, of Pittsburg, Pa.,
spending his vacation with his mother,
Mrs. Ann McDonald, in this city.

g

C. A Hanvcom, of Baltimore, is in Ellsfor his summer vacation. Mrs.
Hanscom has been here several weeks.

worth

nv 1
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I 1 3
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HPOP
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"l'pn you consider

A LMxLTr
vli'lLI
the small premium you have to
pay on a good-sized insurance policy, and sen the benefit you receive in
of
security that good insurance brings
case of lire.
Then, too, the feeling
is worth a great deal.
the expense light.

1s t

us

H. GRANT COHPANY,

G.

Ernest F. Osgood, of Berlin Falls, N.
if., is spending a short vacation with his
parents, Irving Osgood aud wife, iu this

relieve you of all lire risks; we'll make

Among Ellsworth boys

YOUR
\
TE L’H. 1

SUMMER GOODS
AT COST!
To make

room for

X fJMIKHK’S no use talking you X
,
•
1 cannot have good sound ♦
you take rare of X
X tcetli unless
Fall Stock.
Tlie right toots with the

1

$0

“Revere'1’

Lawn Mower,

4

4.08

"

2.50
.55

Drag Hakes,

11 Heat Malleable Garden

Hakes,

3.15

1 Ideal lee Cream Freezer,
4

Whltewood Mantel Shelves,

A few Rolls of

Poultry

.25

X

8
Ellsworth.

11 Main St.,

I
s

Mrs. E. J. Dolan, of Randolph, Ma*s.,
with her son, has been visiting her
tnoliier, E. J. Walsh, In this city, re•.vno.

turned home

Monday.

J
I

with residence at

for us, and some we make ourselves. All that’s best.

♦
T

—

WIGGIN

&

MOORE,

DRUGGISTS.

X

X

X
X

Mr. and Mrs. F. H.

Mabe>

city,

worth

now

visiting

in

business

Hingham,

in
are

Boston,
iu Ells-

relatives aud friends.

Mrs. William Watts aud her daughter,
Mrs. W. J. Logan, with her chiidreu, are

occupying

the

house

on

the

Bucksport

formerly owned by the Misses Grant.
comer (o Ellsworth
is M. M.
Mertz, piano tuner. He iutends to locate
here permanently. His headquarters are
at J.T. Crippen’a music store on Water
road
A

new

Makes

100 people enjoyed

Monaghan's

band

to

[

light,* flaky," delicious Jhot

biscuits, rolls, muffins and
Makes hot bread
are

'itOYAL
and ch
and

was

pulling

in slack line when

teaching,

and school law.

•*

SOMETHING YOU
SHOULD KNOW.

Cantaloupes,
Black

y

I am

selling

the very liest express

democrat wagon, built in Xew
Hampshire expressly for the home

or

This you will SEE when
you examine them, FEEL when
you pay $30 to $40 less than you

trade.

have been paying for a poorer job,
and KNOW when you try one.

Watermelons,
'£

Bartlett Pears-the

O

Juicy California kind.

Plums—
®

8

In

J. A. CUNNINGHAM.

Ice Cream
Parlors
In the

city. Then try

Our Cream.

FLOWERS

8

J
v

REMEMBER THE PEACE,

LELAND’S,
a MAIN

Arthur
a

lew

nave

and William,

days.

lire

In Ellswn.'th

Drlnkwaler and

Mrs.

ft

r

soub

recently returned from Europe.

Col. C. C. Burrili and vile.

I am prei*ared to furnish Cr«au» for Dance*,
Part ten, etc., ut Keanouable Rates.

ELLSWORTH

operate it or sell.
Dr. H. C. Vaughan, of Foxcroft, Mrs.
Julia E. Drinkwater aud two sous,

Arey, ol Camden, is visiting her
sister, Mrs. A. B. Walker, on Bridge bill.
She will return next Saturday, and will
be accompanied by Miss Sophie Walker,
3 who will spend a lew weeks in Camden.
Mrs. M. L. Kimball, ol Norway, is
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. James
L. Cook. Their son, James A. Cook, ot
the Boston Journal, alter a week’s visit
home, returned to Boston last Saturday.
Mrs. J. W. Talley, ol Montreal, with
her inlant son, is visiting her parents.

You will bo null si fled
that It In hard to beat.

for all occa
»lon» c.nbe
had at the

|

sec

The Finest

SOUTH STREET.

S

B >ggy B ook road.
The land contains
hardwood and sapling pine.
They will

Mrs.

great variety—C_ lifornia.

Call and

LORD’S,

Jape.

a

ELLSWORTH.

STREET,

Mrs.

Burrili,

Montreal tor
with her.

Her mother,
with her in
time, returned home

who has
some

been

Lynwood F. Giles, ol Ellsworth, has
commissioned by the State flab and

been

game commissioners to issue licenses tor
the taking ol deer during the month ol

September, uuder

the

game laws ol 1899

enactment.

Rev. F. T. Hazelwood, ol Boston, secretary ol the Baptist home mission society,
METHODIST EPISCOPAL.
preached at the Baptist church Sunday.
Some thirty years ago Mr. Hazelwood
Rev. J. P. Simonton, paetor.
Friday evening at 7.30, prayer meeting. was pastor ol the Ellsworth church, and
CHURCH NOTES.

GREENHOUSE.
i

PANORAd KODAKS*^
anil

j

SUPPLIES of all kinds,

Mall orders

promptly

filled.

Sunday, Aug. 12—Morning service ut
10.30. Sermon by tbe pastor. Sunday
Junior league at 3 p. in.
school at 11.45.
EDWortb league at 7 p. m.
at 7.30, class meeting.
evening
Tuesday
FREE BAPTIST.

J. A. THOMPSON.

CLOSED
WEDNESDAY AFTERNOONS.
t>«. H. W. Haiku begs to notify bl» patrons
end others that until further not'd:*' bis dental
rooms will be doeedjon Wednewlay afternoons

Ellsworth,

Oct.

SS. 1WB.

Rev. George U. Salley, pastor.
Friday, 7.30 p. m., monthly conference.
Sunday, Aug. 12—Sermon by pastor at 2
p. m. Sunday school at 3.15 p. m. Social
service at 7 p. m.
Tueaday, 7.30 p. m., Y. P. S. C. E.
OUT-OP-TOWN

SERVICES.

Rev. J. P. Simonton, of the Methodist
church, will preach at Hayslde Sunday
at 2.30 p. m., and at Trenton at 7.30p. m.

was

ordained here.

A party ol twenty-five or thirty youug
triends ot Miss Paulene Foster, went to
Shady Nook last Friday, and gave ber a
surprise. The occasion was her sixteenth
birthday. The party was royally entertained at the Foster cottage.

A meteor landed on Alden V. Carter’s
larm in West Ellsworth last evening.
Several persons saw the meteor descend
and strike in a field.
They investigated
and lound where it had struck a field
bowlder, which was pulverized. Mrs.
Cv-tcr brought some ol the powder to

lu

season

will

be

until

driven

lfi'.Hinemoa

in

ci

next
to the

when it
Ellsworth mills.

spring,

uanauiig

uarawooa

logs

longer looked upon hh an experiment. The experiment of last season h .s
-aiitid the men interested tbut with a
few months longer to dry, the hardwood
logs can be driven without material loss.
no

Ellsworth friends of Rev. D. L. Yale,
oasior of the Central
Congregational
e
urcb, of Bath, were pleased to read in
me Daily Timeh of that city, of the prosperity of hia church. Church and Sunday school have lucreised in membership.
Repairs and improvements have been
on the church, and a |2,500 chapel
is now being built. The new chapel will
contain a lecture-room, ladies’ parlor,
primary-room and library, and will be
connected with the present vestry, which
will be used as a dining-room. Mr. Yale
will speud the last two weeks of his vacation—the month of August—in Ellsworth.

made

As one of Ellsworth’s fleet of vessels
bears the
name
“Yreka”, Ellsworth
people will be interested in the following
account of the origin of that name,
which was first given to a town In California. In the early days of California,
singular names were often given to towns.
In one mining camp which had not yet
attained the dignity of a name, an enterprising miner set up a bakery. In the
window he suspended a glass sign bearing the word “BAKERY”. By accident
the “B” was broken off the sign so that
from the inside Itjread “YREKA”. When
a postoffice was established in the store,
it was given that name.
Ellsworth’s
schooner evidently was named for the
town.

The State campmeeting of the Seventh
Day Adventists will be held in Ellsworth
from Aug. 23 to Sept. 3. A large number
of people is expected to be present from
all parts of the State. Speakers will be
present from several other states. There
will be a large auditorium tent, 00x90
feet; two 40-foot tents for dining-room

and
the

pity that the limitations of the
absolutely prevent
of a large part of the scenery the

it is

stage

at

use

a

Hancock hall

company carries, auu rnus lue tee me
effects are sadly marred. This, however,
For
the company.
is not ttie fault of

genuine fun, and lots of it, this company
is hard to teat. Even playing to small
houses doesn’t seem to da in pen the spirits
Mr. Powers is

of the actors.

simply

irre

aptly styled the “King of
comedians”, while Mii*s Ueraid iu, n fact,
“a dainty little artist”. The support is
excellent, and ail who patron ze the snow
will surety get their money’s worth. A
highly entertaining diversion bit ween
the acts is the dancing and singing by
two little colored children, a boy and a
girl. The p ay to night is “The U r. from
pressibie; he

is

Mexico,” Thursday, “One Night in June,”
Friday, “Fogg’s Ferry.” Saturday night’s
play is yet to be announced.
A Minister's Good Work.

1900

to

bo

H

fired

ilancork

hall.

Senator Frye will apeak in Ellsworth
3, and Jion.
Monday evening. S'
James T. DuBoia, of Penns;, 'vania, will
speak iu llmeick c .u.i y nuring the
week beginning Aug. 27.
on

Or tier announcemeiils
due ma.-o;i.

will

be made

n

3WjaUicntrn‘.u.

admission to

the fish, which had run under the boat,
jumped into the boat from the opposite
side. Homebody says Ike held up one of
FRESHEST
street.
and
hygiene and
his Nicolin doughnuts, and the fish history, physiology
The
To day something like 400 people have
simple
equations.
algebra
through
in
for
it.
ju ped
will
be
conducted
examinations
by
gjueou me excursion of the Methodist
FRUIT.
operations on No. 33
g i.id Bsplist Sunday schools to Bartlett’s The hardwood
Superintendent Dresser, of Ellsworth.
carried on by Ellsworth men,
plantation,
X Island. The trip was made on schooner
The Morrison Comedy Co. is playiug
Grapes-Roderick McDonald
began this week.
Vreaa” with lug.
this week at Haucock hall.
PELA WAKES,
5
has general supervision of the work. every evening
O. ii.
Burnham and F. M. Gay nor
This is one of the best comedy companies
1’nere will he three operations.
From
CAL. MALAGAS. 5 hive purchased UK) acres of wild land on
Tue repertoire is excellent,
on the road.
600,000 to 1,000 000 feet will be cut, allowed

8

battle of

•'fth on
county will be heard 5:i
ou ilon.
Monday evening, August 27,
George Edmund Foster, of C.go, who
_t:iiie as
succeeded lion. Cuar'ca
chairman of the iihvhI committee on the
part of the Hous**, will spe .k at Hancock

Candidates for

normal school will be examined in reading, spelling, arithmetic,
S.
geography, English grammar, U.

TO OH N.

Distinguished Speakers for f Haworth
and Hancock County.
Tbe first gun iu the g-cnt political

The meetings will be of interest to all, and
On the
everybody is invited to attend.
Tbe democrats of Ellsworth met it; two Seudays of the campmeeting)—Aug.
26 and Sept. 2—the; Maine Central railcaucus last Wednesday night and nomroad will run excursions to Ellsworth
inated George B. Stuart for representaThe fare
Bar ilaibjr.
The city com- from Bangor and
tive to the legislature.
from Bangor for the round trip will he 75
mittee was re-elected as follows: George
Cir Harbor the stunt'.
B. Stuart, N. H. Higgins, Fred L. Frazier, cents, ami from
t-e
an
examination of
There
will
H. F. Maddocks, John E. Doyle. The
teachers for State certificates and admiscaucus was small, only about twenty-five
democrats being present.
Mr. Stuart sion to the normal school in Ellsworth on
was called upon;for a speech, but respondFriday, Aug. 24, probably at the h'gh
school building. The subjects in which
ed by merely thanking the caucus for the
candidates for State certificates will be
nomination.
are reading, writing, spelling,
The black bass are so thick out at examined
grammar,
Nicolin, and so willing to be caught that arithmetic, geography, English
and hygiene,
lines are almost unnecessary. While Ike U. S. history, physiology
science or nature studies,
Bridges, the Nicolin club caterer, was out' elementary
civil government, theory and practice of
fishing a week or so ago, he hooked a
He

ST., NEW YORK.

CAMPAIGN

13-3.

bass.

to

BAKING POWDER CO., too WILLIAM

ldren’s meetings, and between fifty
seventy-five smaller dwelling tents.

from Biuehill and

a nine representing the
King Arthur, of Ellsworth.
Ellsworth boys won by a score of

These
it alone.

I have found the Royal Raking Powder .[Krior
to all others.—C. Gokju, late Chef, Dclniouico's.

East

of

crusts.

wholesome.*

qualities peculiar

the

Knights
The
:

Powders,
Washes,
Soaps,
Brushes
all the advertised
kinds, and some we’ve had made

X

2.50

STRATTON t WESCOTT,

double tenement.

this

the right time, will work wonders with any set of teeth.
We can supply any Teeth
Goods at reasonable prices—

♦

Wire at Cost.

extensively

x

♦

itliem.
i

Pine street owned

Drink water, has been
repaired and converted into a

♦

at

right preparations, applied

:l $3 “Hanner”

on

Absolutely Pure

Biuehill yesterday. The trip was made
by schooner “Yreka” in tow of the
“Little Hound To
At East Biuehill
there \vr* a game of ball between a nine

by Mrs. Julia E.

IiOrd. Harvard and
Lord and Miss Leonora Higgins
left Saturday for a week’s cruise iu the
schooner yacht “Lirelei.”
Stetson Foster and family, formerly of

*

1 $10 “A me

The Curtis house

over

of

excursion

home from Bos-

for the summer vacation are Howard
Adams, L. W. Higgins and Leslie Beckwith.
ton

-----

PRICES CUT!

Something

city.

CLL82

.w*

There will be a mass meeting at the
office of the superintendent of schools In
Hancock hall to-morrow evening at 8
o’clock, to decide whether or not Ellsworth will have a celebration—a centennial and “old home week” carnival, as has
been suggested.
Every person interested
whether for or against the celebration,
should be present at the meeting.

is
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Powder

The Ellsworth schooner “Nellie Grant”
struck on a ledge near White Head coming ont of Portland at 2 o’clock last WedShe was hauled off
nesday morning.
Thursday afternoon, and reached Ellsworth Friday. Her forefoot was knocked
off and stern slightly damaged. She was
taken out on the marine railway for repairs. She went off last night.

Miss Mabel Monaghan sang at the
Methodist church Sunday morning, beautifully rendering an Ave Maria.

|

parlor.

ui vuaum

Iowa, formerly of Ellsworth, Is the guest
of Mrs. A. M. Hopkins.
The new mill of the Trenton Lumber
Co. st Bttysirie Is about completed, arid

§

5.

Page

on

W. CUSHMAN &
gcod

s

a

nuurciu,

j

GEORGE A.

PAKUiVr,

WHOLESALE and RETAIL

DRUGGIST.
PHYSICIANS' SUPPLIES
AND

MAIL

ORDtK.3

SPECIALTIES.

.Iaine.

Ellsworth,
-U--

-TJT*

COMING KVKMS.

Wednesday, Aug. 15—Butler reunion at
Kalugador spring, Eastbrook
Wednesday, Ant*. 15- Arnusl reunion
of 26th Maine regiment at liiuehiU.
Monday. Aug. 20—Excursion of Congregatioual Sunday

school of K.

s

h J-

Ha

Steamer
by steamer to Sargentviile.
leaves coal wharf at 7 15 k. ir. Tickers,
aduits 50 cents; children, nn
twelve
years, 25 cents.
at
Hancock
hailCulTuesday, Aug. 21,
haue, Chace & Wesion’s minstrels.
Tuesday, Aug. 28—Clark family reunion
at Jacob Springer’s, West Frauklin.
Aug. 28. 29, 30, 31—Eastern Maine State
fair at Bangor.
Sept. 3, 4, 5, 6. 7—Maine State fair at
Lewiston.
Sept. 11, 12, 13—Cherryfleld fair.
Saturday, Aug. 18—Tracy reunion at
Tracy homestead, Gouidsboro Point.
Sept. 18,19, 20—Fair of Hancock countjr
agricultural society at Blue....!.
Tuesday and Wednesday. £cpt.25aud
26—Annual fair of the Northern Hancock

“I had a severe attack of bilious colic,
got a bottle of Chamberlain’s Colic, Cholera and DiarrhcBa Remedy, took two doses
and was entirely cured,” says Rev. A A
Power, of Emporia, Kan. “My neighbor
across the street was sick for over a week,
agricultural society.
had two or three bottles of medicine from
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Oct. 2,
4—Annual fair of Hancock county fair
3,
the doctor. He used them for three or
association at Wyman park, Ellsworth.
four days without relief, then called in
another doctor who treated him for some
financial.
days and gave him no relief, so discharged
him. 1 went over to see him the next @93939393939393939 3 • • •
"
mm
morning. He said his bowels were in a •
(•
terrible fix, that they had been running 9>
V
la easier jor the
off so long that it was almost bloody flux. (•
average person
•)
•J
1 asked him if he had tried Chamberlain’s
than keeping it
^
Diarrhoea
and
and
Cholera
Remedy,
Colic,
W
afterwards.
he said, ‘No.’ 1 went home and brought 2
him my bottle and gave him one dose;
told him to take another dose in fifteen
or twenty minutes if he did not find relief, but he took no more and was entirely
cured.” For sale by Oxo. A. P archer,
Ellsworth, and W. I. Partridge, Bluebill, druggists.

393^

Subscribe for The American.
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Sbttrrtisrmmts.

fllntnai Brnrtit Column

CHRISTIAN KN ORATOR.
Far the Week Bmlnnlac Aaf.
Hj Ret, R. H. Doyle.

EDITED BT

MAC!«T MADGE".

THR

It* Motto:

PARABI.R.

Tbe lesson contRins tbe parable of
A certain rich
“the unjust steward.”
map had a steward who proved false

Tbe steward was in great perplexity as to how to provide for his future. He decided Unally to reduce the
Indebtedness of his lord's debtors, that
•when he lost his position they would
The
receive him into their homes.
debtors were probably merchants who
had given their notes or Imnds for the
The
it mounts of their indebtedness.
steward called them together and gave
them the privilege of reducing what
they owed. The lord—the lord of the
steward, not the Lord Jesus Christcon, mended him for ills prudence, but
undoubtedly not for his dishonesty.
The transaction was a shrewd one and
yet a dishonest one. In a better and
nobler sense Jesus then urges the disciples to use motley and. ind*-ed. all
■worldly advantages to make friends
not of God's debtors, but of God’s people. so that they may help them to
heaven and when death comes receive
them Into everlasting habitations.
TMa 4«

on.>

.#

the

.lilKoiilt

confidential.
Lydia £. Plnkham's

Vegetable Compound

hefpsufbiybe^eosure
Ho
fertng
to

medMne has

Mrs. Plnkham's address Is Lynn, Mass.
Her helping hand Is
always outstretched to

tn*

suffering

gntea fields aud shady woods, (or bird*
song and rippling brook, and of those
whose early days w ere spent in the country

IB 11III

this

to

Other Christians.

Beinff Done.
Though the love of some may have
waxed cold and indifferentism and
worldliness are undisguised obstructions to the progress of the cause of
God, yet this reproach can by no means
be a Universal charge. On the same
old God sanctioned and God honored
lines there Is earnest, honest effort.
The old guards are vigilant and active,
and new corps are mustering into line.
Never In the history of the church was
more being attempted and more being
done. Babylon has not yet fallen, but
angels are flying everywhere with the
everlasting gospel, and sooner or later
there can lie hut one result—the kingdoms of the earth must become our
Lord's.—Christian Intelligencer.
The Work That la

God Will Attend to the Rest.
Wealth and scholarship are Dot pass-

ports Into the kingdom of God. They
may add a grace to the redeemed, but
they are not a means of grace. The
rich and cultured sinner iu as vile before God as the poor woman of the
God is no respecter of perstreets.
Jesus was not seeking respectasons.
ble sinners to build np a respectable
God pity the pastor who Is
church.
doing that! He was seeking the lost.
This Is also our proper work. If we
go for and bring in the lost, rich or
poor, cultured or ignorant. God will attend to the rest—Lutheran Observer.

women.

■

I

excuse at

|

j

roll.

Social service,
U nd
lxag ue

.4/lrmooa
Praise service. Rev 1» B Smith, header
Words of welcome. President of Egypt society
Kea|*onse, Rev J S fllalr, President of Union
Business
Papers: "Our Pledge." followed by open parliament and free discassiou ol topic
Singing by children
Junior work

Evening
Praise service, led by a member of East Frank
11 n society
Question drawer; unfinished hu-tne**
Address: "The Equipment for Service," Rev II
Itusseii, suiiUan
Singing by ch- lr
With the Ninth In China.
"The only New England newspaper that
has a
special correspondent with the
American troops in China”—that is the
intercfltirg announcement
which
the
Boston Journal is making.
It* representative, w bo uas been with ne Ninth
regiment since tbe dejiarlure from the
Philippines, through the lauding ou
Chinese soil and through the battle of
Tien-Tain, in w hich tbe regiment bait so
He is a New
heavily, is A. G. E-tmes.
England man with years of experience iu

Dear Aunt and Cousins:
Am still reading and enjoy ing the M. B. column and getting new ideas each week.
Have
been thinking for some time that 1 would let
Ester know how much we enjoy her coffee

practical newspaper work.
the Forty-sixth regiment

He went with
to tbe Philippines as the correspondent of the Journal,
and bis letters descriptive of the campaigning in the islands prove him an
acute observer as well as a most enteitaiuing writer.

snaps. They remind me of what my llule niece
said about her pie, “that it lasted quick.” Also
think bister Ann's cheap cake very nice.
Would suggest to those who object to the unpleasant odor left from cooking cabbage that
they try burning coffee. After removing cabbage from the tire while the stove 1* hot put a
few kernels of coffee on top and let it burn.
Another use I make of coffee Is to put a llule
liquid in stove polish wbeu the top of the stove
has burned red.
biiwi;

'(u;ir

tunic,

Bad

umy

cold.
1 had written a letter to the M. B. column before receiving The American eontalng 8. J.
Y.’b letter and for her benefit (with the
preral.*.sion of kind, indulgent Aunt Madge; will add
my recipe for potting up raspberries. Fill the
jars with fresh berries shaking them to get iu
alt you can. Make a syrup using four
cups of

habits

are

hard

to

If

overcome.

you take off the first letter, it leave#
‘‘a bit.” If you take off another, you have
a "bit” left.
If you take off auother, the
whole of "it” remains.
If you remove

send a recipe for a wurmday pudding to l>e
made while you have a lire lu the morning.
One large cup of cake crumbs,
pints of
milk, 1 tablespoon sugar, 1 teaspoon butter, a
little salt, S eggs, bake \ of an hour. Take the
white of one of the eggs, beat to a stiff froth,
add two teaspoons sugar, spread over the
pudding after It has cooled a little, brown

lightly,

Mr Powics-

Preparatory meeting, Franklin M E Kpwortb

Didn’t I offer you more than one cookie
when you were so nearly famished?

'"j

Ihresoos
conducted by Itev

another, half of "it” still

editor.)

into It
shown

We do not know whether or not
gence.
the bridegroom’s family Is an except ton
but there sre so many American famillei
of the first rank which need such sn infusion of usefulness that the prenurnptloti
is that a marrlsge of this kind will Improve any family which has not engaged
in business since the death of the grand*
father who made its fortune.
Marriages kindred to this keep up the
average of virtue and force in American
families. —A*. Y. World.

may have almost forgotten me. I have been
cheered by many a kindly message from
you readers both !u our W. C. T. U. and

of it, too.
How goes the temperance work with you
all? It will never do for us to lose an
opportunity to speak and act for temperance. It seems that the cause of temout

All

remains.

of which goes to show that if you wish
to get rid of a had habit you must throw
it off all toget her.

Try

land.

our

to

help

others to

ought
of

see

our

home,

employment
by the curse of

beset

are

in

nuu

of its many

some

or

may

something

that

we

will

For myself as well as for S. J. Y. I
thank you for your recipe (repeated) for
canning. I searched for it among The
Americans on file, but some way missed
it.
Had just put up some raspberries
when it came to hand, but shall try it.
Dear Aunt Madge:
Amen to 8. J. Y.’s letter In The American
of July 26. It is too bad to leave you alone to
fill out this most Interesting column, for we all
look for that first, I think, and still worse not
to give a word of
appreciation, which doubtless
all feel whether expressed or not.
Probably each has the same excuse for not
writing, home work presses and we think some
of the others will be sure to send
something
that particular week, but It proves that all have

Goshen, 111.
Genesee Pare Food Co., Le Roy, N. Y.:
S*ear Sirs —Some days since a
package of
your GR AIN-O preparation was left at my office. I took It home and gave It a trial, and 1
have to say I was very much
pleased with It as
a substitute for coffee.
We nave always used
the beet Java and Mocha In our
family, but I
am free to say 1 like the GRAIN-O as well
as
the best coffee I ever drank.
a. c. Jackson, M. D.
Respectfully yours,

Internal

-jlook

out ron i«ht*tk'ns
The uenuine
T»£ N>BE.
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We believe th.i (hi. vault afford.

Fire and

If you

we

have

Our

1

resting
through these hot days you

a

up

■»

bulking

Burglary.
«rrf» arranged

room.

u w

for thaw

Privacy

Renting Boxen

l< «• WO yw uua
aorortllof to «l«« and location.

J

Do not rlek lb* Iom of ronr T.luabl.
when avurtty ran be obtained at ,uch a

Hank Coitj Satis Bant.

pain*]

ELLSWORTH, MIL

will I *

|l

Conmnirril

*nosub-](

X. «.

A

llualncaa

In thin bank

ut-r.f

bottle],
*[

PERRY DAVIS A SON.

piper,

trlilo,*

coat.

COOUDUK,

ira

May

1*73.

1,

by law exempt fron

Httridnl.

JOII.V r.

WHITCOMB, r,w-fVe.f.Ie»,.•
OBAMLMS C. HVHRILL, Treot.ro.

«%««%«

will

been

.luolut.

Meara

mean

work for

giant Intemperance;
work steadily on
through discouragements and trials and
jwrseculion.
that

ow

cnrltjr a«i»lu«t

the overthrow of the
mean

boxe« in

rent

Sal* to ho Oaa of the Bast Vaalt.
ia tha Coaatry.

exter><’

or

l[nnl,

girls, too, come in for a large share
its blighting breath. Let all who wear
—mean

la no kind of

to,

ai

j
i

Depodle draw Inlerert Irom ibe flr.l day ot
Marrh. June, September and Iterembcr.

HI8TORY
or

HOARD or DIRKCTORS.
r. Rrixntx.
JoHn r Wiim-oan
N. II. OrtrLtlMia,
r. UKICU.L lltKHILL,
CnaaLra c. Ut iut t.

A.

little

SWAN'S ISLAND,

can start in
anew, fresh for the work.
Are you not rejoicing with Aroostook
county in its gain of &>0 new members? 1

Rant hour* ■tally,

maim;,

8

a. m.

to 1!

m

l* what your money will
In *hare* of the

earn

if

from

BY

we of Hancock county will not
go
up to State convention empty handed.
It is none too soon to begin to plan for
the trip to State convention in Calais. We
hope every union w ill lx* rep esented and

trust

H. W. SMALL, M. D.
A

history of Swan's Island ha* Ju*t l«ro publlsheri, anti l* now ready f-»r delivery. Or.
Small, of Atlantic, ha« given much time tc
Ihs preparation of thl* volume, which covers
2« page*
From the following table «»f con
tent* may U* seen the ground whkh the boos

reported.
The work In
We

some

part* of the county is

hope

from

all

over

the

county to hear good report*.
Miss Kffie Littlefield, Stale V. orgauixer,
is coming into our county in
September.
We would like that she be invited to visit

TAHI.K €»r

I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.
VIII.

many towns to speak, for she is not only
enthusiastic worker but a charming
speaker, and to secure her for au address

will be a rare trial. Let us hear from you
through this column more often. Sin-

cerely

when you can borrow on
your
•hare*, give a flr*t mortgage ami
r*duc* It rrrrr month
Monthly
and
Interest
payment*
together
will amount to hut little rnorv
tlsan you are now paying for
rent, amt to about 10 year* you

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.

art. 221 Middle street, Portland, or of the pub.
Usher*, Tits Hancock Cocktt Pt HLisuiao
Co., Rllsworth. Me.

For

QUAKER

STEAM

RANGES

••NO

PAY.

NO

WAftHKK.”

All kind* of laundry Wont done *i
tie*. t»ood« called f«»r and »ieltverrd
H. H. KHTKY
Weak Sad Bridge.

Prafrssional

short to

* CO.,
m.wro-t*.

Cartis.

|

H. GREELY,

DR

DENTIST.
Graduate of the
daa* of *?&

Philadelphia

Denial

Colic*#,

•T«»rrici is iiiLks* Block. Ell#woiith.
Closed Wrdne*«iay afternoon* until further
notice.

:

(JUAKLES

She had

drug

LAUNDRY

AXI» HATH ROOMS.

C.f was once immensely surprised.
“Through long suffering from dyspepsia,”
he writes, “my wife was greatly run down.

store.

i

3SUnusnnnua.

speaker* have indicated
that they will be present.

are splendid for torpid liver.”
For
indigestion, loss of appetite, stomach and
liver troables it’s a positive, guaranteed
cure.
Only 50c at VN go in A Moork h

Bid*

Flm Xafi Bank

King, PreddenL

BZalaSWORTII

and several other

ties

particular* inquire of
IIL*KT W. CtrUMMASI, Rec‘T.

..

A. W.

and West Goulds;
boro Aug. 18.
There will be three sessions each day.
Prof. Gowell, Secretary
Me Keen and Prof. Woods will be the
speaker*. The subjects to be discussed
are “Cattle Husbandry ", “Renovation
of
Worn Soils,” Poultry and “Fruit”.
Arrangements for the good roads meeting at the office of the State board of
agriculture on Aug. 22 are nearly completed.
Percy H. Richardson, C. E., of
Portland, has been secured for a lecture, !

Short*, ?Pleach; monthly

open.

WHY PAY RENT?

16, Dedham, Aug. 17,

no strength or vigor and suffered
great distress from her stomach, but she
tried Electric Bitters which helped her at
once, and, after using four bottles, -lie is
entirely well, can eat anything. It's a
grand tonic, and its gentle laxative quali-

now

payments, $J per .share.

lntn*ductb«n~ Aborigine*-- iMwovery.
Pure ha-e— Settlement and I m ml Title*
A Sketch of the Life of c*d Janw* Hwan.
biographic*! $fccicnce of Parly -xettlcr*.
G«U'» l «I«i»d.
The Fl-hlng Industry.
f*y nopal* of Municipal Record*.
Ml*tV;l«hr«iu*

The look may he obtained of the author, !»*.
II. W. SMAUL, Atlantic, Me.; of II. W. BfcT

Farmers' Institute* In Hancock Co.
A series of Farmers’ Institute* has been
planned for Hancock county, to be held
at North
Sedgwick, Aug. 14, North
Brooksville Aug. 15, North B uehili Aug. 1

Astounded (he Editor.
Editor S. A. Brown, of Bennettsville, S.

1*

PIUCkT^IaM.

always

for teinpcrauce,
Lillian May Robbins,
Pres. County L'nion.
South Deer Isle, Aug. 3, 19U0.
yours,

j

COJITMT*.

j

NEW SKIUES

A

cover*

an

II.

DRUMMEY,

ATTORNEY
AMD

COUNSELOR AT LAW.

I

will take

a

twenty

lour

Room* I

amd

s, riitisr Sat’l Bam* Bt'iunna.

ELLSWORTH,

MAINE-

■

~

CARROLL BURRILL,

inch stick of wood full

ATTORNEY
AND

j

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.

size of fire-box

serve

sugar to one of water, pour the boiling syrup
on the berries filling the jar full, cover Immediately, keep In a dark, cool place.
C.

a

that Paln-Klller
P not relieva.

intemperalluring forms.

the bow of white ribbon have it

prepared to

now

Fire and Burglar Proof Vaults.

gtYSainKiUerj

Our
of

«re

Absolute

KEEP ON HAND

the

be claiming something of our
thought; when surely from 16 to 1
boys, whether they go away from
10

We
oew

Bum Bob

to

me uomt'

miwm

3lrt)trt tsrnunt*.

great need that calls for their help.
Get hard at work. It seem* to me that
neither “gold” nor “silver” should be the
question of the day, but that our homes
earnest

FIBS!N1TIDHU BM

Bichasan, Mien., M.jr a.
Geweaee f*urr Food Oj., /,e K>'p, .V. Y
Gentlemen -Mr mamma ha* been a great
coffee drinker and has found It very injurious
Haring used several package* of youi
URAlS O, the drink that take* the place of cof
fee. *be ind* It much lx*ter for herself and fo»
u* children to drink.
She has given up coffee*
drinking entirely. We use a package of Uratn-o
every week. 1 am ten year* old.
Tour* respectfully,
Kashi* Williams.

needed strong workers,
advocates, fearless, earnest,

never

conscientious Christian workers more than
it need* at the present time. I>o not be
satisfied that you believe in temperance,
or that your family are temperate.
We
might well emulate the boxers' proclamation in trying to gain adherents, feeling
sure if
every person would gain five
adherents to our cause of temperance that
our nation would be swept of this curse,
and the “rain”—reign—of peace would fall
in

Banking.

being who has met anc
adversity, and in doing so ha<
self-respect, courage and Intelli-

many week* have gone by since I
have been able to send you a word of
greeting through these column*, that you
So

perance

PiE

human

a

Pear H\ C. T. V. Sinter*:

enthusiastic

(t hat a Tala It Telle.
If that mirror of yoare «how. a
wretched
•allow complexion, a Jaundiced
look, moth
and
biotcbee
on
tbe »kln. If. n~.
patefam
trouble; but Dr. Kin.’. New Lit.
racnlau tbe liver. parity the blood »w!
clear skin, roey cheeks, rich complexion
Only 28c el W kk.ix & Moonn’s d7uV.tore'

overcome

THE COrXTY PRESIDENT.

FROM

gaining.

Klvrrvlrw Ixm mI I n Ion.
Riverview local union, Y. P. 8. C. E
and Epwortn lxntgue, will meet at Egypt,
Friday, Aug. 10. The programme 4* as
follows:

EsTRJUi.

win

Madge.

ArxT

cup sugar,
cup
(lard may be used instead) 1 egg, •> cup milk,
*, cup chopped and seeded raisins,
teaspoon
soda, 1 of cream tartar, ItUe salt, nutmeg, flour

to

the W. C. T. U. In Hancock county, and
i white rlbboner* generally, to contribute to thl*
column report* of meeting* or Item* that will be
of Interest to workers In other part* of the
county. We would Ilk* thl* to be a llveeolutnn,
but It need* some effort on the part of W. C. T.
V. women to make It no. It 1* a column of their
making, notour*, ami will le what they make
U.
Item* and communication* should be short,
I
! and are, of course, subject to approval of the

ance

...

once, and tbe burden Is left for
Now perhaps the next week you
our aunt.
this is especially the case. I heard a lady, will !*e overburdened with
contributions f**r
who is actively interested in certain public the
column, «■> 1 will not monopolize It, hot will
lines of work in a large city, say: *lOh, I
mention an experiment Id cookery which I tried
began life in the .country: that is where lately. 1 had joct a few late strawberries ami I
made a little pie with only one crust, put In the
everyone ought to start.”
strawtierrles with sugar to sweeten them, baked
Now I am going to unfold to you three till the crust w»s done then coven d with a
like lemon pie, which can be set In
treasures of letters which made my heart meringue
! the oven to stiffen or not as preferred, ami 1
glad this week.
! found it very appetizing. It l* too late now for
Dear M. ft. Sisters:
you to try It for strawberries but I think It
What a nice letter we had from Aunt Madge
would l>e good for ra#|d*errles for a change.
A.
she
know*
duly
Evidently
The drought here dried up the last of the
pretty well what
the average man likes to eat and I think she
strawberry crop instead of rijienlng them, but
i could suit the average woman loo. 1 know she
other berries promise well and we shall soon
can make good cookies fjr 1 had one of her*
revel in blueberry cakes and plea. Beat wishes
| once. I may have had more than one hut that I that you ail may enjoy them.
Kuo.
rememlter In particular. It was a fat, spicy,
lie assured Aunt Madge appreciates her
mola*«e* cookie of generous proportion* and it
helpers as much as her helpers appreciate
“rescued the
•

j

Aloofness

so

gested.

THE APPLICATION.
This parable emphasizes zeal in the
serv ice of God and tn the advancement
of our heavenly interests. It is, alas,
too often the case that God's children
display less wisdom and zeal in serving
perishing".
Him than the children of the devil do
1 wonder If every one know- the full value of
In serving their father. The children
old newspaper* as labor savers. Try some
of the world are Indeed wiser, more
spread on your newly washed floor wlten you
prudent, than the children of light. But | still have cooking or dl-h
washing to do, or on
they should not lie. As our aims, our shelve* or table* where you must do some
purposes, are nobler and loftier, as the “mussy” work, or even In the sink l*efure>ou
results at issue are more tremendously set the smutty kettle* there, it is much easier
paper* aud nurn them than to
Important, so our wisdom and our zeal t*. ptiw up t!ishould lie more pronounced. This para- scrub the soiled*,dace* clean again. When the
stove
lias
Uen
spattered with grease, or in other
ble places a premium neither on ignoways, go over it with wet or dry paper, or both
rance nor on laziness, though many
as may be required.
If your irou sink need* a
Christians seem to do so.
Let us lie
good scrubbing, first pour boiling water In it,
zealous and prudent tn our service of then a llule
kerosene, rub well with p*i>er,
our God.
wipe dry w ith clean paj»cr and if inclined te
THE PRAYER MEETING.
a»
most
sinks
ru»t,
are, finish off by rubbing on
Have the parable explained, followed a little lard. The dirty papers have only to be
lu
the
stove
and there is no ••smelly”
dropped
by voluntary participation on the
cloth to be washed and hung away.
topic.
In my recipe for gingerbread a misprint
BIBLE READINGS.
make- lard, butter or cream read “laid butter
II Kings, x. 11-17; Neh. lv, 1-G; Ps.
or cream”.
No doubt my j>oor writing caused
lxix, 9; Eccl. ix. 10; Luke xiii. 24; John the mistake. Here 1? n rule lor berm
Us or fruit
li. 13-17; I Cor. xv, 58; 11 Cor. ix. 1. 2; cookie* which I
hope I hare not sent before,
Gal. vi, 1-10; PliU. lii, 13, 14.
They are very good. 1
H
butter,

Not tlie least v aluable result of the
ecumenical conference will be a liftiug
up or at least a lightening of the fog of
complacent Ignorance with which too
many among us have regarded the
great bodies of evangelical Christians
so far as they have found occasion to
regard them at all. This nttitude is
unfortunate.
Us unconscious superciliousness no doubt attracts to our
churches some social aspirants, but It
Is a source of widespread and not unjustified Irritation and alienation from
the church. The attitude of aloofness
that it lias fostered lias been a great
Injury to the work that we have to do
In the Christian world. No one could
have attended the sessions of this conference, no one could even have read
attentively the reports of them, and
Still believe that the solar system revolved around the weather vane on
bis parish spire.
It was plain that
here there was neither Greek, barbarian nor Scythian, but Christ was ail
and in all.—Churchman.

helped

Remember this when
something else Is sug-

Dear M. H. Frienda:
j How many will realize the dream of the
above poem this week! Tboae of us who
j
I live “near to nature’s heart’’, can have no
i idea of the louging* of those shut in by

1

other

women.

Sometimes It seem* to me I must
Just quit the city’s din and dust.
For fields of green and skies of blue;
And. say ! How doe* It seem to you?
—fVo*n Congreyationalttt, .Yt.row l»*o|rrman.

itrmu

Is

Hshlangmlgo'Sii^Zmm'

I'd like to find some quaint old boat
And fold Us oar«, and with It float
Along the lazy, limpid stream,
Where water-lilies drowse and dream.

walls and iroadinir

dan

WO

hmipsd multitudes. Your
letter wHI bo saorodty

’Twould be a joy, eotfld 1 behold
The dappled fields of green and gold.
Or In the cool, sweet clover lie
And watch the cloud-ship* drifting by.

I hitrh

SSan^44aa
wrrwWO

any of the more serious
Ills of women, write to
Mrs. Ptnkham f she has

Not real stillness, just the trees
Ia>w whisperings, or the croon of !>ees.
The drowsy tinkling* of the rill.
Or twilight song of whip poor-will.

:

4*0
WO

lf you have painful
periods, haokaohos or

Kllsworth, Me.

It seem* to me I’d like to go
Where bells don’t ring nor whistles blow.
Nor clocks don’t strike nor gongs don’t sottnd.
But whore there’s stillness alt around.

ossa

gWwwwWOO

Mrs. Ptnkham for free
advtoo about tbolr health.
Mrs. Plnkham Is a wo-

THE AMKBICAK.

THE TVTERPBETATIOH.

bles of Christ to Interpret. The different views held are many and varied.
To state them even would be impossible. The best Interpretation seems to
be that this parable is to teach the
disciples of Christ prudence and zeal
In their sorvloe of God. and the lesson
Is taught by an illustration of the prudence and zeal of a man of the world
lu furthering his worldly interests. No
one can Imagine for a moment that
Christ meant to commend the dishonesty of the steward. He simply meant
to say. If a worldling used so much
zeal and prudence for furthering his
temporal Interests, how much more
prudent and zealous Christians should
be In advancing their heavenly interests! This is intelligible. We can emulate a man's method of action, while
•we
denounce its character.
Christ
therefore simply teaches us to use the
same prudence and zeal in serving God
as the children
of the world do in
•serving the world.

^Pa^*a
mrO

to

Mutual Benefit Column.

I of

Women

communications, and its success depends largely on the support given It in this respect. Communications must l>e signed, but the name of
I writer will not l»e printed except by permission.
! communications will be subject to approval or
! rejection bv the editor of the column, but none
will t*e rejected without good reason. Address
I all communications

The Philosophy of Marriage.
A young man of Boston has married i
young saleswoman who la described ai
pleasing In appearance and of good intellect end attainment*. It is said that th<
young man has heretofore devoted himself to the pursuit of yachts. TIh
“families” from which he d*cend« S"<
with which be Is connected are mentioned
as “famous.”
Society In Boston la said
to be, and probably Is, shocked by thii
marrlsge. The family, on reneral prin
clples, ought to rejoice. There has corat

|

The purposes of this column are succinctly
stated in the title and motto—It is for the mutual benefit, and alms to be helpful and hopeful.
Being for the common good, it is for the common u*e—a public servant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for the Interchange of ideas. In this capacity It solicits

fc> his trust. He called him to account
for his stewardship and declared his
Intention of depriving him of his position.

“Helpful and Hopeful.**

tfolnmn.

[The editor Invite* wrrmrlM of loro! union*

|
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SOLD BY
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The cake of White Glycerine Soap in every package of
I Ivorine, is delightful for Toilet and Bath, and lor keeping

ELL8WOKTH,

It Ci Eb

•

From your

own

Pocket.

Girls.
Ladies, Boys ofand
We mean it—we have a
dotne business. We

manu
plan
household articles Buch aa Sean, Bahmg Powder, Perfumes, niulog, silver Polish, Starch, Coffee, eto,
We sell our products direct to the user, saving the profits of the
Jobber, the wholesaler and retailer This saving, which amounts
to at least so per cent of the ordinary retail price, we Kite to
our customers In the form of premiums to repay them for their
kindness In buying from ua. We offer your choice at 300 premlums. Including Bicycles, Couches, chairs. Ladles’ Tallor-lfade
buns, Befrlgerauxs, Graphapbooea Etc. Etc.
new

facture ninety different

ESta

ME.

No. 9 School

8
w

HHEnAK
■SSSWr'3* g

8

Street,

la pleased to Inform the people ol
this city end vicinity that be bu
put into bie ebop an engine and

2
<5

woodworking

*

macbinea,

and

HEFFRON & TANNER CO.
Syracuse, N Y.

J
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of all

kinda at abort notice.
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y

g
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Send for FBEB Illustrated Catalogue To-Day.

Pauper Notice,
rHIt

undersigned hereby

F.

^
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BURNHAM,
i

ATTORNEY
AMD

COUNSELLOR AT

LAW.
pro*eeut1ng Attorney for *11 cl**.*6 01
the
pen.lon. agalu.i
United State*.
Bu.lne.. elicited.
Maim*.
.....
Ellswoktu.
Al*o

A.
*

8TEWART,

M. D.

IIOMCEOPATHIST,
West Bbooksville,
Main*Graduate Boston University.
Member
Maine Homoeopathic Medical society; An.eric*0
Institute of lloma-opathy, and corresponding
member Boston Honueopathlc Medical society.
TELEPHONE CONNECTION.

JOHN

gtvea nonce tnatre

baa contracted with the City of
fcUsworth.fw
je support of the poor,
during the ensuing year
Jtdhaamade amide provision for their
airport
Ue therefore forbids all person, from
furniahtu
supplies to aaynauper on hi. account, as
bUwriaen
ta wtU
no

ooCr.

ST.ELLSWORTH.

Twenty-five year*' experience In New York.
Special attention given to chronic ease*.

roan

DCKS
tml I
V €

l.StlnEBr’l 2 prepared to do
4
8 TUKNING, PLANING
We Ship Goods on Thirty Days’ Credit
bo yon can try tbem belare
and JIG-SAWING
paying ns, and 11 not as represented
you may return them.

Peace.

(Over Harden'* Shoe Store )

HBHH

kSrSiS

or the

H. L. D. WOODRUFF.

F. B. AIKEN.

I

I

.Justice

Office over Burrlll National Bank,
State street,
Ellsworth, Mr

MAIN

FAFF I NO MONEY WANTED

and

E. BUNKER, JR.,

ATTORNEY AT LAW.
omcu

at

BAR HARBOR AND BLUKHILL, MB*
Bar Harbor offices:

7 and 8 ML

BluchUl office open Saturdays.

DeeertBN* L

j

AWtaMtH

KLLS WORTH MARKETS.

COUNTY NEWS.
For Additional

County JVewt,

WEDNESDAY, August 8. 1900.

other pa get.

tee

■

Rant

Orlnnd.

Miss

Maud Churchill has gone to Mana hotel.

set to work In

Miss

Kimball,

Portland,
Conn., is the guent o! Mrs. Frank BrianMattie

of

ard.

Dustin Karnhain and wife, and Will
Farnham and wife have been boarding at
Mrs. E. C. Mason’s the past week.
Mrs. Frank Brainerd and two sons arrived Tuesday, and are occupying their
cabin at Hart Pond.
Mr. Brainerd will
later.
July 30.

coma

Harvey

M.

Snow

is

Biuebill

In

Saturday.
Chows*.
Charles Pickering, of Bayside, is visitBest factory (new) per fc.16 §18
Best dairy (new).. ..16
ing relatives here.
Dutch (imported)...
90
Charles Huckins and family are'occupyNeufchatel.06
ing the Perkins’ cottage.
*EE".
The hens have been affected by the dry weathMiss Beatrice Heath, of Bucksport, was
and persistently refuse to lay. Eggs are
the guest of Bernice Mason the past week. er,
scarce at prices quoted
Mrs. Jordan and son Philip are at
Fresh laid, per doz.
18
Augustine Mason’s tor a few days.
Poultry.
Chickens.2'<j25
Oildersleeve and Marshal Jarvis, of
Fowl.16
Portland, Conn., are boarding at Eliza Huy.

THE BEST THEY KNOW.

was

rescuers

Baled.

reached her

tee

fraakim.

Forest tires
brook.

are

reported raging

East-

at

Howard Hooper was up from HarringMundsy. Mrs. Hooper has been seri-

ton

ously

ill.

Mrs. W. T.

Havey

aud

Harry

Mrs.

and youug daughter, are at Swan’s
Island for their seasou’s outing.

Havey

McNeil is at home from Northeast Harbor, having finished his work on
the Episcopal church building there.
Oliver

Miss Hattie Colpitts, of Island Falls,
came up from West Gouldsboro Sunday
to spend a few days w ith Beatrice Blaisdell.

Mrs. Martha Hill, and Misy Hattie
Coffin, of Cherry field, who visited Mrs.
W. E. Hragdon last week, leave to-day for
home.

Mrs. J. H. West, Miss S. H. Brackett,
L. W. and M. F. Blaiadell attended
the Unitarian conference at West GouldsMrs.

Thursday.

boro last

Everett Murcb, who has been very ill
with typhoid fever in Massachusetts, is
Mrs. Augustus
here with his sister,
Bunker, for a few days.
B.

Aug. 6.

_

SUNDAY SCHOOL PICNIC.
List Wedueaday wu a gula day
The Baptist Sunday
Frankliu people.
school had arranged for au excursion by
train to Tuuk, bat owing to the great
interest manifested by others, a general
invitation was extended to all the town
and East brook. The beautiful grove of
William Robiusou was selected for the
picnic. A more delightful spot could not
have been selected. Mr. and Mrs. Robinson made all feel at home, and rendered
for

during

much aid

the

Dinner over, there
gramme

as

follows:

day.
pleasing proBinging, America;

was

a

reading. Miss Ida M. Day; singing; reading, Miss tirace Butier; reading, Miss
Edith Bragdou; remarks, Rev. H. F. Day
aud Rev. W. H. Powlealand; prayer, Rev.
D. B. Smith; doxology.
Many went two miles to the camp of
Frank Jones on the shore of Tuuk pond.
This camp is pleasant of situation, nestled
as it is at the foot of a large hill and
surrounded by the primeval forest and
having a grand view of the beautiful lake.
Mine host Bunker and his
ebarmiug wife are pleasing entertainers.
There were over 400 in the party.
Much is due the officials of the Washington County railroad for their courtesy.

Every Bunday

school iu

town

was

repre-

Aug.
Great

now visiting here.
Tuesday
ing, friends and acquaintances of Mrs.
Yesgar and Mrs. White gathered at their
childhood home and spent an enjoyable

who is

even-

6

Poml.

Robert Blair and wife, of Bangor,
in town

were

Friday.

Mrs. M. E. Jackson leaves to-day to
visit her sisters In Amherst and Aurora.
The party at Alligator lake came out
from camp
Saturday. Mr. and Mrs.
Baker left for Boston to-day.
Mrs. Stevens, of Brewer, and Mrs. Jackson, of Boston, were guests of Mrs. J. R.
Shuman from Wednesday until Friday.
Roderick McDonald was in town from

Monday until Thursday, making
for cutting hardwood.
will begin at once.
Aug. 5.
ments

arrange-

The work

Aug.

Maria v il 1«.

Farmers report a small crop of hay.
Hollis Smith had a mowing bee last
Thursday. There wan a party In the

evening.
There will be a grove meeting in G. A.
Frost’s grove next Sunday. Following
the forenoon services there will he a baptism.
Mrs. J. W. White, of Dorchester, Mass.,
of Mrs. Mary Carr, who has

daughter

Bowels With Cascarats.
Candy Cathartic, cure constipation forever.
100.26c. It C. C. C. tail, druggists rotund money
Educate Tour

Is In the market. Native corn will be In In a
few days.
Native tomatoes are in this week
and selling at 12 cents.
New potatoes, .75 4100 Cabbage,
.05
.04 §I5 Beets, lb
.05
Onions,
.‘25 Hunch beets,
05
String leans, pk
.12 $03
Peas, pk
.25$ *5 Cucumber*,
.10 y *2 New turnips, lb
.03
Tomatoes, ft
.05 Carrots, bunch
.06
Squash, ll»
Green corn, doz
25 Beans— per bu—
Imp Yellow Eye, 3.00
3.00
Pea,

arriving by every

Albert Stanley, of Roxbury, Mass., is
his vacation.
Mabel Goss and Nellie Flye, of Stouiugare visiting at B. O. Dullard’s.

yet remains in the pond.
Claude Clark bos dug a well. He has
dug to the depth of nine feet and struck
a ledge.
There are two feet of water in

hail.

his

Mrs. Mary Davis with her neice,
Lawrence, Mass., are visiting at G.
Allen’s.

enterprise started by E. G. Burnin progress—that of drying, press-

new

Prof. H. R. Roberts and daughter, of
are spending tbeir vaca-

Northfield, Vt.,
tion here.

Franklin man, while mowing
out a meadow road, struck a wasps' nest
less than a bushel In it.
with a few
Knowing thst his wife was coming along
shortly to pick blueberries, he cut bushes
and placed them before the nest thinking
she would take the hint and go around.

Bray, formerly of this place,
died at the home of her daughter, Mrs.
Ada Earle in Lynn, Mass., at the age of
The remains were
eignty-one years.
brought to this place for interment.
were
They
accompanied by Mrs. Earle

Archie Kane and Willis Bracy, who
have been working at Beverly, Mass., in a
machine shop, are at home for a short
time.

A West

her

Mrs. Susan

aud her

up and

•tlllllVRII.

Stimpsou quarry,
co-operative quarry this

A

new'

union

committee from thestone-

Saturday, and
a compromise

cutters met the contractors

there is

hope

some

may be made and the
Aug. 6.

that

trouble settled.
G.

Mrs. Eunice Hardison is very ill.

Kutter, who has been very ill,
improving a little.
Arthur Varnum, who has ;beeu having
long and serious illness, is now con11.

G.

a

to be

sidered out of

danger.

The home of Bishop Hulbert and wife
was made very sad Friday by the death of
their tlve-months old boy.
Judson Gordon, who came home from
Kumford Falls on account of his wife’s
illness, returned to-day. Mrs. Gordon is
better.

Aug.

A.

0.

III*.

lion. E. P. Spofford

was

in Portland

Monday.
Haskell

home from

came

tun IID

j

Ul

uou

I,

n

it.

n,

Six years ago
represent the

viiu imi vv

ntiu

tin at Augusta. He stood high as a Mason,
the
and held a prominent position in
town and county as a republican.

Aug.

Une Femme.

6.

Stonington.
Capt. Eben
in his

Simpson

was

home

Monday

yacht.

The band boys had
au Haut Thursday.

Kant Franklin.

seems

which cannot well be filled.
Mr. Kane was elected to

have leased the

week.

of the leading

an

excursion to Isle

Schooner “Fiheman,” Capt. Knowlton,
arrived from New York Friday.
Mrs.

Nellie McEachern, of

Northeast

Harbor, is visiting relatives here.
Mrs. Lillian Cleveland, of Canaan, N.
II., is visiting relatives at Oceanvllle.
The forest tire which has been raging
week here, is under control.

for the last

Mrs. Bessie Haskell, of Millinocket, is
her parents, W. Thurlow and

visiting
wife.

George Noyes, jr., of Charlestown, is
visiting his brothers, D. J. and B. L.
Noyes.
George Gilley, who iias been making a
short visit to relatives here, left Sunday
for his home at Southwest Harbor.

•*>

VI

.18 3.25
.0,*<g[.20

Steak,

Roasts,
Corned,
Tripe,

.(,>73.10
.05

Veal

.15

Steak,
Roasts,

.033.12

Mutton
Meak,

.15
.08 3.12

Roast*,

IV,

visit-

Miss Cal lie Payson, of Camden,
ing at Kufus Chatto’s.
George Johnson and family, of New
York, are vlBltlng his brother, A. H.
Johnson.
SUB.
Aug. 0.
is

North Sedgwick.

Mark L. Elwell has been
renewed and increased to |14.
Pension of

Borne husbands practice economy only
buyiu^ things for their wives.

when

foolish friend is
a wise enemy.

more

Indigestion,

nausea are

Bike

cured by

Hood’* Pills.

Steel Tired.

or

Buggies,
wun i'neuinauc

Schooner

“Runabout”

xp'es

ana

x>ua-r>canng

Axies.

Buggies,

Steel Tires

Road

Wagons,

Express Wagons,

BllCkboards—New
from 2 to 11

goods
I also have

a

own

few western-made

Above

make.

goods, consisting of

Surreys and Concord Wagons.
Also several great trades in Second-Hand Carriages of all styles and kinds.
SLEIOHS AND PUNOS—My own make—Parties intending purchasing this fall will do well to inspect
the stock I am now offering, and which will be sold

regardless

of cost.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

parties having hills against me will please present them for
payment, and all owing me must settle within ;30 days; those unsettled
will bedeft with an attorney for collection.
All

HENRY E. DAVIS,
ELLSWORTH.

FRANKLIN STREET,

MAINE’S GREATEST STORE.

.10
.14
.OP
.10

Salt

Lard, loose
Lard lu palls,

!j

SUMMER THINGS.

.113.12

[

1

Close Woven Hammocks,
Hardwood Lawn Swings,—for four

Croquet Sets, 8-ball,

$ .50 and $1.25

$5.50
$ .98

people,

hardwood sets,

Oilstoves, for cool cooking. (Send for catalogue.)
Unframed Platinum Pictures, mounted on gray mats,
Blue Flame

$ .15
subjects, suitable for framing,
Straw Matting, new goods (sendfor samples), 12 L2c.
Afternoon Tea Kettles, brass with lamp and stand
complete for
Drapery and Upholstery Goods, by the yard.
choice

(Send

for free

samples, stating

kinds wished and

8

and $ .25
per

yard.
$ .49

approximate price.)

PORTLAND, MAINE.

NOW LOOK PLEASANT, PLEASE

1

I

jttiu

A

PhOTOGRAPH
of any

Musical instrument
Made for You.
If you

abbretiatnuntB.
in —

of my

accommodate

.<5

.20
18 >j 20
.12 jj .18
Fresh Fish.
Mackerel have been reported nearer home,
catches being reported from Duck Island, but
aono have been received here. There are no
changes In quotations.
.05 Haddock,
.05
Cod,
.10<j.l6 .Mackerel, each 108.25
Halibut,
.12 3.14 Clams, qt
.20
Hluetlsh,
.10
Pickerel,
Fuel.
Wood—per cord
Coal—per ton—
6 00
Dry hard, 3 00 35 00
Broken,
6 00
2 00 33 00
Stove,
Dry soft,
0 00
Roundings per load
Egg*
6 00
100 31 25
Nut,
Blacksmith’s
6 00
Flour, Grain and Feed.
Corn Is a little easier, going off 5 cents a bag
this week.
Corn meal, bag
Flour—per bb—
5 25 35 75
1 15
Straights,
120
St. Louis roller,
Corn, bag
5 25 35 75 Oats, West’n.bu .38 y.4()
1 05
Patents—
Shorts—bag—
I
5 75 Mixed feed,bag
l.lu
Winter wheat,
6 00 Middlings, bag
1.20
Spring wheat,
Hides and Tallow.
Lamb skins,
.253.50
| Hides—per tb—
.05 Tallow—per th—
Ox,
.05
.01 *
! Cow,
Rough,
.04
.04
Tried,
Bull,
Calf skins, green
.25 31.00
Dried Fruit.
.10
.12 3.20 Tamarinds,
Figs,
.08 3*12
.10 Currants,
Dates,
.06
.08 3.15
RalHlns,
Apples, string
.10
.10 3.14 Apples, sliced
'Prunes,

mi

and second-hand—to

133-14

Lamb
Steak,
Chop,
Kon-ts.

r. id win' ■■!

Concords.

people (including driver).

are put right. CASCARETS help nature, cure
Brooklin team at Brooklin on Satur- |
you without a gripe or pain, produce easy natday. They will have an excursion, ac- | ural movements, cost you just 10 cents to start
companied by the Stonington brass band, ;i
which will give a conceit and dance at getting your health back. CASCARETS Candy
Cathartic, the genuine, put up in metal boxes,
Brooklin same evening..
every tablet has C. C. C. stamped on It. Be6.
Eugene.
Aug.
j ware of imitations.

■pPBHnnauKivsx'!;--msrrrr:

only.

Surreys,

are

in need of

A MUSICAL INSTRUMENT

«————

WHiTE HOUSE

of any kind
write for

MOCHA AND JAVA COFFEE

prices to THE C. G. CONN CO.,

Union

Square, New York,

and a photograph of the instrument, made expressly for you will be sent by return mail;
and the instrument itself will bo hold a reasonable time subject to your order.
A certificate of an actual test of the instrument, signed by a competent expert, will
which may be safely depended upon as an exact representation
accompany the photograph,
of its real worth and condition.
When the order is placed, tho particular instrument from which the photograph Is
mado, will be shipped, prepaid, to the customer, with full instructions, to allow him to
give it a satisfactory trial. Should the instrument not prove satisfactory, it can be returned
without a cent of expense to the customer.
Instruments costing $20.00 and upwards are guaranteed by written contract ror &'P0nod
of five years against any defect in tone, tune or workmanship. They will also bo sold on
the installment plan, if preferred.

troublesome

Off the track means disaster when applied to
a fast express train. It is just as bad when it
refers to disordered blood or deranged stomach.
Hood's Sarsaparilla puts the wheels back on the
track by curing the troubles.

—Advt.

Rubber

the

Mrs. Etta Dow visited friends at Bar
Ulaud last week.

A

Bangor Buggies,

14

Chop,
l*lg»’feet,
Ham, per tt>
Shoulder,
Bacon,

j

than

goods are going to be sold REGARDLESS
OF COST ; and all in want of them cannot do better
than call and get prices.

1U

“Loduskia”, Capt. Johnson,
Boston Sunday.
arrived Tuesday from Eastport, W’here she
Frank Davis came home from Man- has been undergoing extensive repairs.
In life, imagination is the generator;
chester, Mass., Saturday.
Tugboat “Flushing”, of Grand Manau,
ambition is the motor.
Bertraud Gray and wife came from called here Friday for a pilot. She was
Manchester Saturday on a visit to Mr. bound for Bucksport after a brig which
she towed through the thoroughfare SatBeauty Is Blood Deep.
Gray’s father, William Gray.
I
No matter what alls you, headache to a canurday, bound east.
F.
J.
8.
1
6.
Aug.
bowels
The Stonington baseball club will play cer, you will never get well until your
Blue hill Fall*.

paper.

These

Provisions.
null,

—

Mrs. Henry Mtngoll, of Boston, is visiting nor sister, Mrs. Warren Tracy.
A number of local stone-cutters, it is
a

one

citizens and politicians of Brookiin,
Wednesday morning, Aug. 1, aged fiftythree years. Mr. Kane has been in fallHe is the sou of
ing health for a year.
Perly Kane. He leaves a wife and ten
Mrs.
Roland
children
Closson, of
North Sedgwick, Archie B., of Beverly,
Mass., Eugene I., Roy A., Harry, Hope,
Wilmont, Wallace, Nellie and Earl, of
Hrooklin. The town lias sustained a loss

M. Mattocks, of Albauy, N. Y., is
borne for a month.

and will start

Fred.

P. Kane

died

A.

reported,

sou

Adelbert

Ch’e’er.

Aug. 6.

Rio,

of
R.

ing and shipping eel grass. He receives a
reasonable price. If the demand is sufficient, quite a business can be done, as
tons of this grass
yearly come to the
shores of Franklin bay.

tripped

B>
.06 8-08
Rice, per lb
.16 3.25 Pickles, per gal .40 $.60
.40 Olives, boitle
.‘25$.75
Mocha,
.37 Vinegar—per gal—
Java,
Pure elder,
.20
Tea—per lb—
.05
.45 3-65 Cracked wheat,
Japan,
.04
.303 65 Oatmeal, per lb
Oolong,
.*20
Buckwheat, pkg
Sugar—per lb—
.04
.07 Graham,
Granulated,
.07 Rye meal,
.04
Coffee—A & B,
.06)4 Granulated meal,lb 0*2)4
Y'ellow, C
Oil—per gal—
Molasses—per gal—
.35
Linseed,
.553.60
Havana,
.5o
.15
Porto Rico,
Kerosene,
.60
Astral oil,
.17
Syrup,
Lumber and Building Materials.
1 25
Spruce,
Lumber—per M—
11 $13 Hemlock.
125
Hemlock,
Hemlock boards, 12 y 13 Clapboards— per M—
12 $16
Extra spruce,
24 $26
Spruce,
16 $20
Spruce floor,
Spruce, No. 1, 17 $18
12 $15
Clear pine,
Pine,
35$60
15 §20
Extra pine,
Matched pine,
35 $60
Shingles—per M—
Laths—per M—
3 25
2.00
Cedar, extra
Spruce,
2 .V) Nalls, per lb
clear,
.04$.06
"
2 oo Cement, per cask
2d clear,
1 60
"
1 65 Lime, per cask
extra o^e,
.85
••
125 Brick, per M
No.*.,
7§11
••
.75 W hite lead, pr ft .05§.08
scoots,

mother, Mrs. Susan Judge.
The church fair will be held Wednesday
and Thursday of this week in Odd Fellows’

the well.

She catue, the hushes
she fell on the nest.

higher.
Coffee—per

are

Mass., is

Judge, of Concord,

Charles

visiting

WCftf

Groceries.
No changes are made In grocery prices this
week.
to
Owing
large shipments of canoed
goods on account of wars, prices on these goods

tou,

The mill is shut down after a long
period of sawing. Considerable old stock

approved

Raspberries are practically out of the market.
Cooking apples are being received, but cannot
be quoted at fixed price.
.(« Oranges, doz
.20 y 50
Raspberries, lb
.0} Lemons, doz
.35
Blueberries, q
Bananas, doz
.20$ 30
Pineapples, each.15 $30
Watermelons, .40$.50

M.
are

I want to sell during the next 30 days my entire
stock, and in order to do so, I offer it at prices never
heard of before in Hancock county, FOR CASH, or

Fruit.

Bell cabins

in town for

Wmi Franklin.

A

of the

one

Summer visitors

S.

6.

_

Flossie.

drought la affecting vegetables. Potatoes
small; late varieties will suffer the most.
Peas that have escaped the pea louse are drying
on the vines. Good telephone peas were selling well at 35 cents a peck to day. Green corn

boat.

evening.

Mrs. Judson

sented.

The

Lettie

been visiting her mother and sisters, re- who will
occupy
turned to her home Saturday. It had for the summer.
been fourteen years since she saw her j
Aug. 6.
sister, Mrs. Yeagar, of Olympia, Wash., Bruokltn.

NESS, ROBES, BLANKETS.

14

are

The game of baseball Saturday between
the East Oriand and Penobscot teams
resulted in s victory of 28 to 9 in fsvor of
East Orlaud.

j

HAR-

SLEIGHS,

CARRIAGES,

aim.

George Bell returned Saturday, accompanied by Irviu Bell, w ife and daughter,

ham is

Frank E. Biaindell aud wife went to
Northeast Harbor Saturday, where they
were guests of Benjamiu C. Graves and
wife.

ana

year.

toriMHi <m« n tm Notfia a omxk co

County .\V»ri

iur.

Blaiadell arrived Monday
from Boston for a two weeks’ visit with
her parents, William Blaiadell and wife.
Ralph and Everett Dorr arrived Thursday for a vacation at their home. They
have been employed in Hartford the past
Miss

they always stopped
trates why so many women are satisfied to live without
Ivory Soap. They have never tried it I Naturally
enough, they think that annoying odors, sharp chemicals, and wasteful greasiness are common to all soaps.

For additional

DiBKesiey,

Hamilton and daughter Emily, of Hartford, are boarding at Estelle Mason’s.

She said she supposed
that way. The story well illus-

other paget

mrs.

mr. hiiu

'Ilia

OF

Loos.-. 83IO

her home here.

quite calm.

COUNTY NEWS.

Best loose, per ton.13 914
Baled.)t> §18
Straw.

Miss Maud Blalsdell, who has been in
Chicago the past winter and spring, is at

railway train. There was a frightful

collision, but when the
she

White’s.

lady who rode for the first

CLOSING-OUT SALE

taking its annual rise. It Is Ann at
prices quoted
Creamery per fb.29
Dairy.20 3 23

Miss Sadie Blalsdell returned to Water-

a

WEIGHTS AND MBASCHBS.

Butter.
Butter is

visiting

ville

time on

LAW ■KOAIDIIIO

A bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turks Island salt shall
weigh 70 oounds.
The standard weight of A bushei of potatoes,
In good order and fit for shipping, is 60 pounds;
of apples, 44 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans in
good order and fit for shipping, is 62 pounds.
Of wheat, beets, ruta haga turnips and pans, 80
pounds; of corn, 66 pounds; of onions, 62
pounds; of carrots, Knglisn turnips, rye and
Indian meal, 60pounds;of parsnips,46 pounds;
of barley and buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats,
82 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.
The prices quoted below are the retail prices
at Ellsworth.
Farmers can easily reckon from
j these
what they are likely to receive in trade
or cash for their products.
Country Product*.

friends.

10U remember the old

AIMS

Is The Very Best.
I and 2 lb. Air-tight Tin Cans Only.
All Grocers Will Supply It.

_

J

Largest

Factories in the World.

Endorsed by Every Good Musician.

<tbe tfrllfivuortb ^Vmaican.
A

O POLITICAL JOURNAL
rum !«hid
EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON.

for his services as a clerk, or for
but to walk their floor as an

u •('

anything

advertisement.”

AT

h\

MAINE,

1 UK

HANCOt K COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
Y.
KOi.UNft, Editor and Manager.
a
rear; tl-00 for
50 cents for three months; if
advance, $1J0,75 and 38 cents
paid stx
respective v. All arrearages arc reckoned at
i-er year.
therau oi
; «t«M*— \tv reasonable, and will
Advert! *’
be made known on application.

I'rlw-l'J.flO

fcebacrlp.tion
*1* m<

c.
munlcatlons should be addressed
Busierlo, and all money orders made pavable to, Thk
,mi
Pcblishibo COn Ells
Hakcock
worth, x* due.

WEPN -;SDAT, AUGUST 8, 1900.

REPUBLICAN NOMINEES.
NATIONAL ELECTION NOV. 6,

1900.

FOB PRESIDENT.

WlI.T.IAM McKlXLEV,
OF OHIO.

Aud won’t she

NOMINAL TAX FOR BOSTON RE-

cut

The Paramount Issue.
Free coinage of eilver at ratio of 16
to 1 is the one important plank in ita
platform on which the democratic
party takes a positive position. It is

against trusts, but that unfortunate
New York ice trust has frozen up the
founts of oratory on that issue. It is

DUCTION COMPANY.

_

A
was

year ago last Monday, Aug. 6, Maine
startled by the Mt. Desert Ferry

PETITION FOR SUBSCRIPTION FOR CAR-

sccideut._

NIVAL— ALDEPMEN
NEW

visitor to Bar Harbor with money to
burn snd a burning desire to burn it has
bit upon a happy way of doing it. One
day recently he spent thirteen hours on a
Bar Harbor backboard.
What startling
extravagance!
A

R<IOSEVELT,

TllE<IFIOKE

OF NEW YORK.
STATE El ECTION SEPT. 10, 1900.

For Governor,
JOHN

HILL, of Augusta.

F.

BURLEIGH,

EDWIN C.

For

For Register of Probate:
CHARLES P. DORR, of Ellsworth.
For Sheriff:
HOWARD F. WHITCOMB, of Ellsworth.
For

County Attorney:

CHARLES H. DRUMMEY, of Ellsworth.
For County Commissioner:
NAHUM HINCKLEY, of Bluefatll.
For County Treasurer:
OMAR W. TAPLEY. of Ellaworth.

of Lamoine.

From

Sullivan,
Franklin, Eastbrook,
Oouldsboro, Winter Harbor, Sorrento,

plantations 7, 8, 9,

10,21,
Sherman S. Scammon,
of Franklin.
From Eden, Tremont, Mt. Desert, Cranberry Isles.
of

Somes,

Mt. Desert.

From

Penobscot, Brooklin,
Long Island plantation,
Mark L. Dodge,
of

Sedgwick,

Brooklin.

From Deer Isle, Stoningion, Isle
Swan's Is!<c nd,
1
ike P. sp«»fford,
of D- :• I e.

au

Haut,

From Bud sport. Verona.

Fellows,
Burksport.
From BrooksvilLe, Castine, Orland,
John M. Vogell,
O'Car F.
of

of Castine.

Bryan.
The Portland
a

particularly

Oregonian, which has
accurate and forcible

way of hating the nail oil the head,
takes Mr. Bryan to task for saying
that “as things are going now in this

country, the young

brighter.

near an

ultimatum.

The United

States has demanded free communinnu

uo

iimuntt is

ill

rnni^,

Hung Chang, the crafty old viceroy who is acting a* the mouthpiece
of China, ia still dodging. The allied
army has begun its advance from Tien

only hope

man can

Tsin to the relief of the ministers in

to be a poor clerk for some monopoly”.
“That is a strange utterance,” says

to the baser instincts of the mind—
discontent with a humble lot and rage

man

tends to the wisdom and
requisite for the highest political
honor in the worid. It is addressed

at

those

patriotic

better
nor

off.

It

helpful, and,

ie

neither

what is of

consequence, it is not true.
“To be a poor clerk is not the worst

more

contest

uur west rrauaiin

for

a

companion

for

bis

fireside,

accomplish anything,
proof
ia not forthcoming. In all his speeches,
delivered almost incessantly since he
was twelve years old, there is no sign
that he has made a single contribution
to the sum of human knowledge or
shed a single ray of light npon the
problems that engage the attention of
thinking men. There is no evidence
that if he lost his remarkable voice,
any business firm in the country,
monopoly or otherwise, would have
the

-
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....■msn'ii

one

fnr

of them

a

street

light

that effect

appointed
as

of the

report at an adhoard. A vote to

passed, and the mayor
Stuart, Jell Ison aud Brady

waa

Aid.

the committee.

ancient marine without any sj^eciai mark
or

merit, and

the

even

the versatile editor of I pay

only town paper

was

the lone fisherman act

lately

here,

McKinley may

out

doing j

with considerable |

On such
energy aud success.
ri*h diet, the village braiu
that

feel

sure

a

continual

so

expands

of election

while the grass grows green aud
tbe doors of the two

thriftily before
While the result ip Maine butcher shops.”

decisive.
is never for a moment in doubt, there
is always inspiration in big majorities,

16

to

1

issue.

There

aie

Americans are known as a dyspeptic people.
The extent of this <li*ea*e may 1h- inferred from
tbe multitude of so called “medicine*" offered
a* a remedyThey are often In tablet form aud
have no value except as palliatives of tbe Immediate effect* of dyspepsia.
The man who
used them may feel better but Is surely getting
worse
They do not touch the real cause of the
disease. Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discov
cry Is a medicine specially prepared to cure dtseasea of the stomach and organs of dlgestlou
and nutrition. It In not made to give leinnorary relief, hut to effect a cure. In ninety-eight
rase* out of every hundred U cures perfectly
and permanently.
It has cost Dr. Pierce $25,000 to give away In
the last year the copies of bis People’s Common Sense Medical Adviser, which have been
applied for. This book of 1,008 pages Is sent
free on receipt of 21 one cent stamps to pay exof mailing only.
Address Dr. R. V.
lerce, Buffalo, S. Y.

several

STORE

Nominated for Representative.
The republicans of the class towns of
Bucksport and Verona Saturday nominated O. F. Fellows, of Bucksport, lor
The
representative to the legislature.
nomination was made by acclamation.
Gapt. Thomas M. Nicholson, who was In
the rsoe, withdrew a few days before the
caucus.

The republicans of Orland, Brooksvllle
and Castlne class have nominated John
M.Vogell, of Castlne, for representative.
Stonlngton, Deer Isle and Swan’s Island
have nominated Elmer P. Spofford, of
Deer Isle, for representative.

STORE!—Rooms—first

street,
recently occupied by the Hancock County
Publishing Co. I nouire of John B. Rbdmah,
agent, in same building.

"for

AGENT
our 34

and vicinity to sell
WANTED-LADY

Ttint (htt rltr

f

Kll-ur.irth

rpn* m

<J. C- Newhall and other petitioners the
of #20u iu aid of a pubii-- road now proposed and a» viewed by the city government on
July 2S, 1900, and petitioned for by H. ¥. Maddocks and others to the board of aldermen July
2, 1900, Mtld sum to be paid when a road Is built
acceptable to the struct commissioner and board
of aldermen, no expense for land damage to be
paid by the city, And when one acre of land acceptable to the board of aldermen on the shore
of Branch pond, at the terminus of said road, Is
deeded u> Ellsworth.
to

sum

The vote

was

doubted, and

on

call of

passed. Aid. Stuart, Maddocks and Brady voting for, and Aid.
Higgins and Jellison against.
the roll

was

ROAD REPAIR*.

L. Moor appeared before the
attention to the condition
of Fourth street from State street to the
electric light etatioo.
He said there had
been no repairs on the street for fifteen
years, and It waa now In bad condition.

Henry

board to call

and

Laurel

8outh
said

light

a

there

more

w~

r

are now

The matter

Ell, worth
fine

lotL
roll containing bills and a
Will finder return same to
check.
Amkbican office and receive reward?

located.
waa referred

streets to

on

Tuesday, Sept. 4,

made with the electric

be

P

Portland.
Bo*ton.

lighting company.

nominal

a

tax

be assessed

the

on

plant of the Boston Reduction Co. or its
successors, for teu years, providing the
company or its successor* does business
here during such time.
Kotin of accounts
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William M McCartney,
• 6 00
* K>
Campbell Pub Co,
t Hunday* only.
9 00
Henry It Sargent,
•
Dally.
L l» Patteu,
9 00
on «lgnal or nolle*to Conductor,
fSu>|»
John A Hale,
70
c Mop* to leave but not to Ukn pa^^enger*.
of
William
II
43
SS
schools,
Supt
Dresser,
Tbf»r train# connect m Bangor, *r1w througt
57 33 train* on Main Line to ami from
Schoolbou*e,
Henry L Moore,
Portland, Ho*.
C L Elevens,
3 00 ton and Hi. John.
Tickets for All Points South and West
I L Hodgkin*.
I 30
Kll#worth Water Co,
3*» on sale st the M. C. R. R. ticket ctflca,
Library,
fcllawortb.
Adelaide True,
37 90
Paaacngor* are rt*jue*ted to procure ticket!
Charles 1 Welch,
10 03
before enu ring the train, anil especially El*Electric lights, Ellsworth Waver Co,
157 40 wonuito Fall* and Fall* to K!l*trorth.
Fire dept
143 CO
City Hose Co,
UKO. F. EVANS,
Andrew J Morse A Son,
Vice Prci* an lUen’l Manager.
100
I L Hudcktns,
73 F R. BOOTH BY. Uen'l Pa*#, and Ticket Agn.
Martin F. JeJUsoa,
17 30
BOSTON AND BANCOR
Eagle Hook A Ladder Co, £3> («
L
D
i 00
Fields,
Contingent.
A M Foster,
51 90
John A Hale,
1 tt
Daniel Carroll,
3 30
K P Pood,
1 30
SUMMKK SKKVICK.
HE Moran*,
Mod
C I Staple*,
5 37
1 o
George o Tread well,
Nt* Trip* a Wr«-|i to Hn«f>n.
Mrs S J Frasier,
1 ou
II W Morang,
2 (0

Steamship Company,

CA Beltatty.
James Darin,
I L Hodgkins,

Police.

Contingent,

Maurice Chick,
Frank E Gray,
EMaworth Water Co,
Mania E JellUon,
A C Hagcrtby,
A 8 Greely,
John A Hale,
J H Hopkins,
11C Hodgkin*,
A W •.<« t-l v.
Timothy Donor an,
Hiram L
William ilartlngto
Michael A ram,
AC llagrrthy,
John ll IH-ah.

13 57
200
3 13
2 o:>
2 00
*» S3
2 23
So 23
10 30
S IS
2 00
1*00
,i fj
43 00
4;,
4
4

Commencing Saturday. June 2k, IWW, »tearser
“Ml. Doncrt" a 111 l*s <uic i.t leave liar llartwr
for Seal liarl>ort \t*rthea*i Harbor, Southweat
Ihrlmr, Stonlngboi and Boea«an«t lo connect
with *tearner for iioelon, dally, except Suc'lay,
at 1.00 p m.
BETLfLMNG.

From Boeton, dally,except Sunday, at
From IP «k land, b-^»l l»-b rvcul
at ^ a m
Inge, dally, except M

5 v m.
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1 tie board fixed

Wtdntjday, hep;. 12, as
bearing on Hewer aaic** merits,
mention of which was made In The

s.

liii,? Harbor.
sn». «»-r.'! So. *., Horton.
vtiLt.iAM li. Hill. un,’l Mgr., Iloatoo.

...

Total,
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the date for

American last week,
fleeces

was

taken until next

Monday.

DraTne** Cannot ba Cured
by local applications. a* they cannot reashthe
diseased poril >n of the ear. Tucre U only owe
way to cure deaf!>«**--. nml that D bv con-tUu
liou.nl rcrntxlie*,
I
lit cau* d by an In
ilanted condition of the mucous lining of ti»e
Ku-tachlan Tu'«f.
When thl* tub* get* In
rtametl you have a rutnullng aouid >-r 1 in per
feci hearing, and vrheu It l* entirely clo*e«l
deaf mho* U the result. an<i u»ie»« u»e luflanunation can )h-taken out ami Oil* tube re-,..re ! to
its normal condition h -»rir> win t*e
destroyed
forever, nine »•»-< out i.f t-n are rau-ed ») ca
larrli, which t* nothing but au lnflamai<*i runditton the mucou* surface*
We will give One Hundred Dollar* for any
case of iK'itfuMi cau*e«l bv -aUrr
that not.
not be cuied by Hail'* CaUrrh Lure.
Send for
circular* free
K. ,J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo. O.
Sold by l>n>ggt*is, 75c.
Hall’s Family l’Uia are the best.

fax Salt.

HOUSE—(for

sale

or to rent*

lately

Schedule

good office stove. Will burn wood
or coa!.
In perfect condition; has been
uaed but little. Will be sold
cheap. Inquire
at The Amkjucan office.

STOVE—A

first-class, brand
1»0 model. List
nICYCLE—A
*«Q. Will
at

at

new wheel.
be sold at
The Aukkk an

treaaurerof the Abenaquie club will
receive up to Augu.t 1, 1900. bid. for
filly
(aoj cord* ol merchantable four-loot old
hard wood, delivered at the clubouse daring October and
November, 1900.
F. W. Hollins, Treasurer.

Erowth

June

tf.'l

until

1 iMfO.

S

1

I

£Ufcuti2iUUUU.

; ;♦♦♦• i
::

• i • i ♦: * l ♦ i ♦»♦■!■ ♦ :»-Ht

will sell

““THE ELLSWORTH

;;

::

;;
11

To the creditor, ol Denni. E.
Norwood, of
Tremont. in the count. ol Hancock, and
diatrict aforeaaid, a bankrupt:
th“ on the
nrl.nl. E. Norwood was *; d- >"», the .aid
Dennis
duly adjudicated
in
«ourt
by him on the fin day of Julr. a d iwn
and that the Brat
tore will be held at No. 90 State etreet
Ellaworth, Hancock county, Maine, on theffith
day of Augu.t, a d. 1900, at ten o'clock in
the forenoon, et which time the eaid
creditors
may attend, prore their claim., appoint .
the bankrupt, and tVan.act
each other bn.ineu a. may
properly come before eaid meeting.
John B Rkdm.h
Auguet «, 1900.
Referee in BaukrupUy.

.*iveu

_

;;
;;

ELLSWORTH BICYCLE CO. ;;
nuSXLlN «T.
11
1 ll-*+* 1
AIAlA.AIAIAt
■

EDWIN K. MOORE.

0

♦

dealer lo all kind* of

W

X

Ftm*. MH, Smoktd u4 Dry

*

|

FISH.

%

J, ?etJtion .flI.ed

meting of’hi. criS?.’

>5M

5 Cod, Haddock, Halibut, Blueflsb.S
S Mackerel, Oyster*, Clam*. Scallop*, {
O

*

#is

“*

[)

i

BICYCLE";;

for

FOR A FEW DAYS.

■

NUulhCH..l,nrhieby

from

IK,

Commencing on n ove title iteftner will
leave Kocklaml (i‘. Jt It wharf., U|m>d arrival of
steamer from Ho»Um, rr-r» dvr, evvi'l Mon“■J. (or Uurk Har*-or, •«.a
Eggeun'ffjflft*
■uur gvoivllie,
lK**-r
l*le,
■vl^» iol, Svutk
Hrooktrllle Brook lie. •*o»ith HiurMIl, Rlurbill*
Hurry and KlMrwortli t»*» Jr*.m >«rry:KKTl’KNINii.
Every day, excc»>i Sum**/, will leave Ell?*
worth at 7 4’ * tu >*uue to Hurry;, Hurry
a ro, making landing* name*! above and
ea**
will connect mi itork ,u.t» <>u a
and wc«t with iloaiou A Kangor H H to.
4*. A. UtUCkMTi
Manager, fiockland Me
l’a**enger» within* b* »aar the boat wtil leaf*
wont at Moon’* stable, hitnworih.
•From July S to Hc*.t 1 steamer* will not
leave laidlne for Ellsworth »wr intermediate
polnia, hteamern leaving hiUworih will Utah*
all landing* a* jn*r schedule.

ii

Spta'al Noting.

lu the Diatrict Court ol the
the Diatrict of Maine.
In the matter of
1
Dsxmis E. Norwood, /» Banknote*.

Effect

occu-

pied by Stephen B. Woodward. Will he
cheap or rented low. Inquire of C. E.
Woodwabu, Baugor, Me.

bargain. Inquire
m^?reat
office.

in

Sc|»t

sold

h^*SlmPn„U?S;

catalogue, address Rev. S.
A. Behdeb, President, Bucksport, Maine.
or

w

Sunday* only-July S lo Auk **, le«re Mt
Oeeert kerry, 3 <® n m, ISiUunrih 2 Si
m
vr
rlv* Bangor INpm.
l>all j, »un«!av Included. a train from Wa«h
Ington County R R leave* Kllawortb lots *.>
arrive Bangor 11 4ft »» m.
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.

or

that

1!KH).
TO HAVttOR.

a.

...

com-

can

w

OrBN DOOR TO NEW INDUSTRIE*.

Bankrupt,

FIRST-CLASS INSTRUCTORS.

E. J. HINT,
'» E. M. Square,

the

to

what terms

.lime

IIAK1IOR

...

UnUedbtatmTr
lo'

1900.

BEAUTIFUL LOCATION,

For information

see

iuambaatg.

Jo. I« 30
HAH ItARHOU
Sorrento.
J 3*i 10 »5
Sullivan.
Mi Deoert ferry
119)
11
Wauk***. 9. Fy
Hancock
Franklin Road..
4 17
|
11 49
WaahVton J«.
i
ELLSWORTH
11 M
K1Uworth Fall* f* 37 MiW
Mooltn. 'H 40 M2 14
Green take.1 *9 341 f 12 33
Irak© IfooM).
T9 Gtl.
Holden.
T9 I* f 12
9 11 13 M
Brewer done....
Bangor, Fx. 9t.. 9 4*» I 0ft
9 4V
M
C.
1)0
BANGOR,

junction
Aid. Brady
undoubtedly needed
in some places where

_XfgalNoting.

FALL TERM OPENS

styles of

hosiery direct to tne consumer. A-l references
or bond required. Address Lawbskci Knitting Co., 168 Broadway, Lawrence. Mass.

than

ant)

a

streets.

was

THE

aWitrtiBfmnilB.

ELECTIVE COURSES,

tELintcft.

MONEY—A

l'trtetf.

HAH

of

the

near

Bluehlll, druggists.

Commencing

Brady presented petition of resiof Maple, laurel and South streets

rrlphratinn. and

a

had

eclebratiou, and

journed meeting

sad

€o let.
meaty scandals and divorce cases
still unattached that our democ -atic
on Franklin street recently occufriends might use if they are still short
pied as an office by Ellsworth Water Co.
impress on journalism. He enlisted of material for
campaign thunder.— Inquire at A. W. Cushman A Son’s.
in the war, but if he accomplished Lewiston Journal.
floor and basement—
anything or gave evidence of being
in Masonic block on State
until
able to

the

has been remiss iu his duty. The
burden of evidence is upon him to prove
that be has with perseverance, persistency, pertinacity and patience, sought
man

thing that can happen to a man. He and on September 10 the Pine Tree
might, for example, descend from an State must call the attention of the
honest clerkship to be a demagogic democratic party to the handwriting
agitator, or an apostle of anarchy. It on the wall with a majority as emis not clear, either, that Mr. Bryan phatic against Bryanism as it was in
himself occupies a pinnacle of achieve- 1896.
ment so high that its natural relation
The York democrats missed a great
to a clerkship is one of commiseracampaign
argument—they ought to
tion. He was an actor, and members have
put the Fannie Sprague murder
of his company say he was far from in their platform. The Hancock dembeing a good one. He was a lawyer/ ocrats made a plank of the Sarah
Ware case and
apparently expect it Pjnse
but the long and laudatory biography
to work a great deal better than the
of him that lies before us makes no
mention of any practice or any verdicts. He was an editor, but left no

«iiKiu>rintlmi

objected to the
appropriation being made.
H. M. Campbell, who circulated the
petition, addressed the board. He said
every one who had signed the petition
did bo willingly.
There had been no
compulsion about It. “If any man
signed that petition,*’ said Mr. Campbell,

Are
to Infer from the comment* of The
American on the marriage statistic* of Han
cock county, that the young men are ail to
blame? Hare cot the young ladle* a voice in
the matter, or aretbey not a factor In ltie re-ult?

for

sav

Kaflroab*

Aid.
dents

The matter of exempting from taxation
assessing but a nominal tax on the
Boston Reduction Co., which haa practically closed a lease of the lower dam
property with the view of erecting a
plant there, showed that the board of aldermen waa unanimously In favor of the
“open door” policy toward new industries.
It was voted that the assessors be
informed that it is the *ense of the board

fnr

to

MORE MOOT WANTED.

worth, and at the same time to be an
week” or carnival,
Aid. Higgins was opposed to making
He said the city was
the subscription.
too poor.
Moreover, some of the best
men in the city, be said, had told him
they would think more of him If be refused to vote for It. The board had voted
to give f50 for band concerts, yet some of
“old home

we tried Chamberlain's Colic
Chm
and Dlarrhrea Remedy. J sm harm,
It gave Immediate relief and
complete cure." For sale by ()»>
Parch kb. Ellsworth, and Yv. I p.?-

resort

era

at recta.

mittee

every

correspondent says:

TRIDOK,

subscription of f2?S0 for a celebration in September In honor of the 100th
anniversary of the Incorporation of Ellsa

the very men who signed that petition
because the
bad “kicked” the bardeel
j money was voted.
!
Mayor Greely said he bad taken the
) trouble to interview several of the
i business men who had signed the petition

we

shape.
The board rccognifed the necessity of
repairing the road. The matter was referred to the committee on streets.
The street commissioner called attention to damage done on upper Main
street by water from “Weaver’s flat”. He
thought arrangements should be made to
turn the water the other w*y, and this
wss the time to do the work.
This matter
also was referred to the committee on

they

ducks;

will be addressed by lion. George K.
Foster, of Chicago. It appears to be
the purpose of the State committee to
make the campaign short, sharp and

a

will be In the
handling of the sloop, the making aud
shortening of sail, etc. Deer Isle baa no
douhis as to the result of such a contest,
nor hss auy other Yankee.
In the races
last year the crew of the “Columbia”
beat the crew ot the “Shamrock” two
minutes In shortening sail, and eleven
seconds in setting spinnaker.
This

“My baby WB. terribly tick with u»
diarrhow," i»;i J. H. Doak, of Wmiam,
Oregon. “We were unable to cure hlnl
with the doctor’s assistance, and as a
Ian

The full board was present at the meeting. C. H. Drummey presented a {petition
for

year, and Deer Isle

wan Impossible to haul a heavy load on
It, and In places It was dangerous. There
Is much travel and teaming on the road.
Street Commissioner Iluriey said the
street wss In bad ahape, but he did not
consider It dangerous. The road, he said,
wss thoroughly worn out, and It would
take considerable money to put ft In good

>

Monday, August 27, is the date te.
for the formal opening by the republicans in this county of the campaign
of 1900.
The people on that evening

“for

Oregonian,

routine

If he can prove this,
without succeee.
BRANCH POND ROAD.
of
then,and not until then, the burden of
Aid. Stuart from the committee on proevldeuce is upon tbe youug ladles.
!
posed new road to Branch pond reported
The republican leaders will meet
i the condition of the route. The road
In Stonlngton not long ago, Huby Small,
the democrats more than half way In
wouid be about one and one-half miles
making so-called imperialism the aged four, was missed one afternoon, aud j long, and be thought would cost in the
after searching in all her accustomed
j neighborhood of fSOO to build. The road
campaign issue, although, of course,
haunts, some one thought to look iu the ! would
There is no
open up Brauch pond.
every person of ordinary common
near
There
she
canning factory
by.
was,
public road now leading to the pond. He
sense knows that there are no advowith little Miss Flye, daughter of one of
j thought If the petitioner* would build the
cates of an American empire in the the
factory owners, busily engaged in road, settle for all land damages, and give
The
foreign
sardines.
This
consistrepublican party.
in j
policy “fiakiug**
the city one acre of land on the shore of
of the McKinley administraton, which taking the fish after they are dressed -and j
Branch pond, it wouid lie good policy for
is fully endorsed by the republican spreading them on little flakes ready for
; the city to give $200 towards the work,
party, is what the democrats pretend bath. The childreu are paid 10 ceuts a j C. C. Newhall, who has on previous ocdozen flakes. When closing time came
to see imperialism in.
casions appeared before the city governThey will find
the raeu, as is the practice, were about to |
out before they get through with it
ment to urge the laying out of the road,
divide op the fl*h that were left so that
that about seven out of every ten
expatiated on the attractions of Branch
all could finish toget her. but tbe two little
poud as a health and pleasure resort, and
voters in the United States are supladies refused to give theirs up, and perthe benefits which would accrue to the
porters of the foreign policy of Presi- slated in finishing them themselves. So
from the proposed road.
dent McKinley, and believers in the the factory was not closed for some ten city
Aid. Higgins was opposed to the road
era of Greater America inaugurated
minutes or so after time, when these two
because the city finances were already
nnder his administration.
young “new women” received their wages, taxed to the utmost to care
for the pres10 cents each, and
departed for their ent roads. Aid. Jeliisun
thought the road
two
of
the
damsels
in
homes,
proudest
There is no legitimate or respectable
would t>e a good thing, but that tin. cl.y
place in the campaign for the theory the town.
could not «fiord it at prosent.
that the democratic party, which deAid. Brady said he ri.d not understand
Our Deer Isle correspondent writes:
liberately clings to free silver, doesn’t
I here has been considerable sport off that the petitioners asked for money now
intend or will be unable to make it a
reality. The party that makes it a Northwest Harbor this summer from but merely the assurance that the ciiy
plank in its platform—whether with ‘gathering* deepsea fish, which f >r the would help them to build the road, if
sincerity or intent to deceive, it makes past one or two seasons have made their the road would be a Ltntfit, he did nut
no difference—brings, to the extent of
after an absence of a think the board should refuse to assist
reappearance,
its ability, discredit to the country at
There are many learned some, if citizens would build the road.
quarter-century.
large, and must be rejected by the theories, but no one knows whither or
Aid. Maddocks, speaking for the citiAmerican people. They cannot afford
zens of North
Ellsworth, said all they
to
smirch themselves
before the why they went, nor from whence or why
asked was assistance.
When the Nicoliu
world even with the suspicion of they have returned. On these near-by
national dishonesty. The democratic and very convenient banks, ail sorts and road was built the citizens had put In $200
party must be voted down by a hostile conditions of fishermen meet on the and the city $300. The road had been a
majority so immense that the entire ; level—providing the state of the laud- good investment, lie believed the road
organization shall be made to under- | locked sea for the moment is uot elevat- to Branch pond wouid prove a good instand the intolerable character of its
ing. Here is the expert, weighted down vestment. If the city would give $200,
proposition to debase the currency.— with a
hooking experience; the summer- the petitioners would ha.Id the road.
if. V. Sun.
Tue following vote was finally passed:
the
| man from Texas in white

who precharacter

the

usual

Peking, seventy-five miles away.
In tbe courts of love, as in tbe courts of
Meagre reports have been received of
law, tbe “burden of evidence”, as it is
miles
heavy fighting eight
beyond
called, rests upon one or ttie ui.ur of tbe j “and then said he was uot In favor of it,
Tien Tsin, in which the allies were
a poor business man and an unparties in a suit. In courtship, tneyouug he is
victorious. Li Hung Chang still as- man It
generally expected to uac the principled man.”
serts that the ministers have left Pe- initiative.
If, then, there la a great ral 1- | Aid. Stuart suggested that a committee
king for Tien Tsin under escort. This Ing-off in tbe number of marrisges in the of three aldermen be appointed t) attend
has not been confirmed; in fact, there county the inference is that the young i (he mass meeting to he field to decide on

positive character; the period
waiting is believed to be over.

From Amherst, Aurora, Waltham, Otis,
Maria mile, No. 33 Plantation, Hancock, Trenton,
Frank L. Hodgkins,

John W.

ously

next

fender.

more

From Bluehill, Surry, Dedham,
Austin T. Stevens,
of Biuebill.

and

well as the

the advance on Peking. From this
oat news from China will be of a

From Ellsworth,
F. Carroll Bi-rrill,
of Ellsworth.

townships

as

is reason to believe it is not so, but
simply another subterfuge to prevent

FOR REPRESENTATIVES.

Interesting

features.

SUBSCRIPTION FOR CELEBRATION.

i
furnishes
republican platform
cup
i
democratic platform is against trusts; the crew for the cup defender, Capt. F.
i
the paramount issue of this campaign P. Weed, of diouti>glou, says Deer isie
will put up a $1,0J0 cup to be competed
four
16
1
as
it
was
to
is,
years ago,
for by the crews of challenger and deand national dishonor, or gold standthe

Li

ALBERT R. BUCK, of Orland.
HANNIBAL E. HAMLIN, of Ellsworth.

the board

The question of exempting
assessing bat a nominal tax on the Boston Reduction Co., which has leased the
On the first
lower dam, was a third.
two matters, the board was divided; on
the last, there was unanimity.

Again Bar Harbor has rosy-bued visions
of a casino. John J. Emery, a prominent
to national credit and national pros- summer resident, hss made s tempting
perity. The party which incorporates offer which the town is considering. He
it in its platform and then attempts will contribute oue-balf the money for s
to hide it beneath other issues, not $40 (MX) or $50,000 casino, If the town will
the use, rent free, of the towu lot—
only threatens the honor of the graut
the site of the former Grand Central
but
is
of
to
country,
guilty
attempt
hotel.
defraud. There is no militarism or
If there are race* for the “America’s”
imperialism, and there will be none;

vaiiun

Senators:

of

another.

would make it so.
Free coinage of silver is a menace

correspondence between the
United States and China is danger-

COUNTY TICKET.

had

Several matters out of ttie

she emphatically replied: “No sir!
tion, it declares is but a subordinate upon
This is no 16 to 1 cat!”
issue, as if that declaration alone

The last

Auguata.

of

aldermen

OF

_

The situation in China is no

For Member of Congress,

FAVOR

against “imperialism”, bnt hedges by
were before the board.
Petition for subtalk of “expansion”. It is for—unscription for an anniversary or “old home
A tittle four-year-old West Franklin week” carnival was one of them. The
equivocally for—free coinage of silver
at ratio of 16 tb 1, and yet this one miss has entered the political arena. Hbe proposed road to Branch pond from the
Ellsworth
important plank on which it takes a has a yellow Tbomas kitten. Her father Bangor road, for which North
has been working for several years, was
positive rather than a negative posi- proposed the name of Bryan for it, whereor

ard and national honor.

STATE TICKET.

IN

TO BRANCH POND.

ROAD

Monday evening'* meeting
of

_

FOR VICE-PRESIDENT,

It

CITY MEETING.

launching the

a

middle ot this mouth.
loose!

IOC'I.

ELLc WORTH,

COUNTY GOSSIP.

Bucksport will have

Lobetere and Finnan Haddlee.

V

O Campbell A True Bide., East End Brl<l*«, 9
e
HUWORTH, MB.
%

|

'"~~****—~*—*,**‘"—1^—**"—

SlWintfstmcnts.

Ellsworth School Board.
The Ellsworth school board met MonDates of opening schools were
day.
decided upon as follows? Schools 1, 2, 4,
5. 7, 9, 10, 11,12, 13, and 14 will open Aug.
20. School 8 will open Aug. 27.
All
other schools, Including the high
school,
*
A hearty laugh indicates a degree of will open
3
There will b« a term
Sept.
good health out a. rable through pure blood. of ten weeks, except In the high school,
and
but
one
in
ten has pure blood,
As
person
probably a vacation of two weeks
the other n.n* should purify the blood before the beginning of the winter term.
Teachers were chosen as follows: No.
<wifh Hogg s Sarsaparilla.
Then they can
2, Anns L. Madd »•>?»; No. 4, Etfle F.
laugh first, last and all the time, for
Watker; N » 5. Gra.e M. Grinded; No. 6,
Lo'a A. Murch;
Mary A. Grinded; N
No. 10, Minnie Male Moore; No. 13, Lucy
H. Monre; No. 11
\
Louise Aden; No.
15, Mary A. O-« nor. Annie R. Stockbridge, Arnica M. Brady; No. 19, Wilhelmina S. From ; high school assistants,
The >1 at in* ItrgUtnr.
The Maine Reginler tor 1900 01, that John A. Scott and Charles W. Campbell.
ludiapenaable companion for every Maine The high school principal and teachers
for other schools will be elected at a meetbualneaa and profeaaionai man, has been
received. It la a model in compleleneaa, I ing of the board next Monday.
The board received bids for putting
accuracy and convenience.
Closets In the high school building and
the school at the falls.
Contracts were
To Car* Constipation Forvrvr*
not closed, but the work probably will be
Candy Cathartic, l«c or ftc
9?*car'"-*
U C C. C. fall to cur*, drunriat. r-fund nmucy
done before the schoola open.

44He

Laughs Best
Who Laughs Last/'

|

NEW INDUSTRY.
FINE ELLSWORTH WATER

POW:
\

ER WILL BE UTILIZED.
BOSTON

REDUCTION

ERECT

LARGE

WILL

COMPANY

PLANT

ON THE

LOWER DAM.

Ellsworth is to have a new industry, in
which there are pleasing possibilities for
the future.
The Boston Reduction Co.
has practically closed negotiations for a
five-year lease of the lower dam, with an

ONLY ONE WEEK MORE

destb to be nenr, a young mother crawled
and dragged herself for a quarter of a
mile to the nearest house in order to place
her hshy in kindly hands ere she died
This heroine wss Mrs. Daniel Spearing,
ag d twenty years. Her dress caught Are
from an exploding oil stove. She was
alone in the bouse at the time, and her
husband wss not. expected home uutil late.
Bbe died before morning.

MARINE LIST.

option

to buy at the end of that time.
j
The negotiations have been made by

C.

H.

were

Burleigh,

for the

practically closed Saturday.

only thing

that

Ellsworth Port.
ARRIVED

company, and

remained

to

The

complete

negotiations was the assurance from
the city government that the plant would
be assessed but a nominal tax for the
term of ten years.
At the meeting of
the board of aldermen Monday evening
this assurance was given.
The company has secured the dam and
both mill sites. Tbe water power is estithe

mated at 1500 horse.

The Boston Keductiou company controls a new electrical process for taking
lead and zinc from ores. The process is
adapted especially to the redaction of refractory zinc ores. Most of the ore will
be received from out of the State, but
there is much ore In
Hancock county
which may be used. The establishment
of the plant in Ellsworth may mean the
development of many mines in the county.
Tbe company will begin pork at once
on the datn.
Mr. Burleitrh could not sav
Monday just bow much money would be
expended on the plant. He thought it
would take five months to get it in

36btrti»immt».

A Mother's Heroism.
At Bryant’s Pond, Monday night, wftb
every shred of clothing harried from her
body, with her flesh charred to a crisp,
suffering hideous agony and knowing her

Sch Leonora,
F S Lord
Sch Nellie

Wednesday, Aug 1
Boosey, New York, coal, for

Thursday, Aug 2
Grant, Dodge, Portland

rail and

The “L’p-KIver” Fair.
The dates for the annual fair of the
Northern Hancock agricultural society at
Amherst are fixed for Tuesday and Wed-

nesday, September

25 and 26.

The

To

secure some

of the

bargains

we are

Men’s, Hoys’
Goods.
week

as

management promises attractions
that will make this famous fair second
to none of its predecessors. No one who
has ever attended this Amherst fair fails
to go again if he can; it is a genuine cattleshow and country fair, with all the attractions except horse-trotting. The display of farm produce of every description
is always tine, often surpassing in quality if

offering in
Furnishing

and Children’s Suits and
AVe shall give our Suits an extra
we are hound to unload them.

cut

this

quantity those of more pretentious
fairs, while the exhibitions of live stock

not In

fall to excite admiration.
The people arc hospitable, always doing
what they can to make the village attractive and the stay of visitors pleasant.
The fair winds up with a ball in the
town hall, which always attracts dancers
and spectators from all directions.
never

W. R. PARKER CLOTHING CO.

which
selections,
greatly
pleased the audience,and the reader goodnRturedly responded to an encore.
humorous

SAILED

Friday, Aug 3
Sch Julia Frances, Alley, Rondout, staves and
heads, Whitcomb, May new »t Co
ARRIVED

Saturday, Aug 7
Sch Catherine, Coggins, Bayslde
Sch V reka, Segnbath, Portsmouth
Hancock County porta.
West Sullivan—Ar Aug 2. schs G W Collins, Johnson, Boston; .1 H But'er, Boston
Sid July SI, sch M C Moseley, Grant, with
from Hooper, Havey A Co, for New

paving

Then

another

came

by

group

of

three

with
Mascheroni’s “Eternemente” with violin
obligato which was admirably played by
Miss Harriet Rollins.
After another well-rendered selection
by Mrs. Giiberte, and another group of
songs by Mr. Giiberte, Miss Gertrude
Roosevelt gave her musical monologue,
songs

Mr.

81*1 Aug 1, sch Mildred A Pope, Irons, with
curbstone from Hooper, Havey & Co, for Bos-

Giiberte,

closing

BORN.

ton

S!d

Aug 2. sch Mary C Stuart, Bowden, with
curbing aud random from A Abbott, for Philadelphia
Sid Aug R, sch .1 H Butler, with edgings from
Burnham, Franklin, for Rockland
Boston —Ar

Domestic Ports.
Aug 5, schs Lucv

Henry Chase, Portland

Ski Aug 5, schs Alice J

Petrel,

Crabtree and Storm

east

Aug 2, schs T I) Baker, Mt Desert;
Steele, Pascal, Igtnesvllle
Bath—Ar Aug ft, bark Rebecca Crowell,
Ar

Mary
Dow,

Potter, east
Cld Aug 6, sch Susan N Pickering, Halifax
Fkknandina —Ar Aug 3, sch Hugh Kelley,
Haskell, New York
Portland—Ar Aug 4, sch Susan Frances,

Sul'lvan
Ar Aug G, bark John 8 Emery, Wooster, New
York; sch Hattie M Mayo, Murphy, Boston
GEORGETOWN, SC—Ar Aug 3, sch Puritan,
Sargent, New York
Pill LA DELPHI a—Cld Aug 8, sch H H Barbour, Erskuie, Hailowell
Port Reading—Ski Aug ft, sch Agrlcola,
Lamson, Bar Harbor
Providence—Ar Aug 4, sch Mary A Had,
A pa uchtcolu for Pawtucket
Ar Aug 0, schs St Leon and Mary FCushman,
Machlas
Portsmouth—Ar Aug 2, seh Northern Light,
South Amboy
Ar Aug ft, sch Charlotte L Morgan, for Boston
Vineyard Haven—Ar Aug 4, sch Lizzie
Smith, Weetiawken for Sedgwick
Ar Aug ft, sch Albert Ptiaro, Rarltun River
for Portsmouth
Ar Aug#, schs Harvest Home, Hluchld for
New York; Juliu Baker, Bangor for Providence; Glendy Burke, Mt Desert for Philadelphia; Sarah A Blalsdell, Bangor
Passed Aug G, sell Annie R Lewis, Jersey City
for Portland
Salem —Ar Aug 3, sch
Glendy Burke, Mt
Desert for Philadelphia
Cld Aug ft. sell Julia Baker
Baltimore—Ar Aug ft, sen Well fleet, Jacobs,

Sargenivlllu
Sul Aug 3,

sch

ANOTHER

BURNS—At Rrooklln, .July 25. to Mr amt Mrs
Philip M Burns, a son. [Ralph Leonard.I
BLA ISBELL—At Ellsworth, July 28, to Mr
and Mrs Alfred M Blalsdell, a daughter.
COUGHLIN—At Ellsworth, July 23, to Mr and
a us

May and Mil-

Trapani
running order.
Banook—Ski Aug ft. schs .1 Ponder, Jr, NewThe plant will employ at the outset port; Omaha, Providence; Flora Condon, New
York; 1> I* Haskell, Hurricane Isluud
about
or
only
twenty
twenty-five hands,
Ar Aug 0. sch Northern Light, Portsmouth
but there is a possibility that if sufficient
Brunswick, Ga— a- Aug 3, rch Helen G
Holt, Boston
Moseley,
is
power
obtained, the company will add
New York—A r Aug 4, schs Webster Bara manufacturing plant which will give
nard, Atwood, Bangor; •! Brncewell, Benson,
Slonlngion; Mattie J Alles, Sullivan
employment to several hundred hands.
Ski Aug
sch Annie R Lewis, Portland
Some of the advantages which EllaAr Aug 2, sch Myronua, Bcllaity, Swan’s Is*
land
wcrth offered to the plant was a fine
Ski Aug 5, schs Fred Gower, Charleston; E 8
water power convenient to both
water shipping facilities.

The Giiberte Song Recital.
which last season waa dona with enefe
A not large but a highly appreciative greet success in London. The performaudience assembled at Manning hall last ance proved to be one of the choicest
Thursday evening at the Giiberte song exhibitions of acting ever seen in Bllerecital. It proved to be one of the dautl* wortb, and the audience was simply
eat entertainments ever given in this city.
carried away with it. Of course she was
A fine Hughes & Sons piano was fi- encored. The
accompaniment was played
nished especially for the occasion by J.
by Mr. Oilberte on a piano in the anteT. Crippon. The platform was tastefully room.
decorated, and suggested the feastof
Perhaps Mr. Oilbertc’a rendition of bis
good things to come.
own compositloriH.playlng the accompaniThe first group of songs by Mr. Giiberte ments
himself, was the beat part of bis
gave the tone to the entire programnrA. evening’s work. He Bang “Thoughts of
In faultless attire, and with an easy stage
You”, “There, Little Girl, Don’t Cry,”
manner, be sang. He has a clear, strong “Land of Nod”
and
“Good Night”.
and highly-cultivated voice, under perThey are all dainty bita of composition,
fect control. He was intently listened to, and were delightfully rendered.
and at the close received a
storm of
It is almost uunecessury to add that the
applause.
accompaniments by Miss Mary F.Hopkins
Mrs.
Giiberte
followed
with two were most artistically played.

Florence Leland, Boston

■■

turj

n

The recital waa repeated at Bar Harbor
last Monday evening. The Gllbertee have
been spending some weeks in Ellsworth,
and say they are ao charmed with it that
they intend to come again next summer.

“Through the months of Jane end Jnly
baby was teething and took a running

our

oD

of the bowela and

u.iug liver.

DALZELL—At Long Island, July 31, to Mr
and Mrs Everett Duizell, a son.
DA VIS—At North Deer Isle, July 30, to Mr and
Mrs J Carlton Davis, a daughter.
[Bertha

Marion.]

GINN—At Orland, July 31, to Mr and Mrs
Sewall C Ginn, a son.
LUNT—At Tremqnt, July 9, to Mr and Mrs
Daniel Lunt, a son. [Simeon.]
SPUBLING—At Tremont, July 31, to Mr und
Mrs Edward T Spurting, a daughter.
WARDWELL—At Penobscot, A ug 1, to Mr and
Mrs Charles F Wardwell. a daughter.

sickness of the

stomach,” says O. P. M. Holliday, of Bern
ing, Ind. “His bowels would move fromflve to eight times a day.
I had a bottle
of Chamberlain’s Colic, Cholera and Dlarrbrna Remedy in the house, and gave him
four drops In a teaspoonful of water and
he got better at once.” Sold by Oxo. A.
Parchbb, Ellsworth, and W. I. Pabtkioob, Bluehill, druggists.
&oucrttsrmnitg.

ice^ Cream Freezers!

MARRIED.
BOWDEN—CLARK-At Wintcrport, July 28,
hy Rev John Hatch, Miss Margaret B Bowden, of W Interport, to J H Clark, of Bucksport.
COLE—GREENLAW—At>South Deer I*le. Aug
I, by Rev Harry Hill, Miss Valerie M Cole to
Willis H Greenlaw, both of Deer Isle.
HARRINGTON
At Ellsworth,
DONOVAN
Aug 8, by Rev J D O’Brien. Miss Catherine A
Donovan to William K Harrington, both of
Ellsworth.
HODGKINS—WHITCOMB—At Sorrento, Aug
], by Rev James K Freeman, Miss Mary Winslow Hodgkins, of Tremont, to Joseph O
Whitcomb, of Waldo.
REYNOLDS—MEADER-At Northeast Harbor, Aug 5, by L W Kundll, esq. Miss Minnie
Reynolds, of Northeast Harbor, to King
Meader, of Atkinson.
—

—

DIKI).

The “PEERLESS ICELAND”
TAKES THE LEAD.
It has

only ONE MOTION—the
around the

can

revolves

stationary dasher.

FEW PARTS

LITTLE

Runs easier and lasts

FRICTION.

longer than

a manv-mo*

tloned freezer.

BRAY—At Lynn, Mass, Aug 1, Mrs Susan H
Bray, of Brookiin, aged fl years, 9 months, 26

Crtam la
Smooth, Delicious Ice
days.
COPELAND—At Eden, Aug 3, Mrs Belle WyTHREE MINUTES.
man Copeland, aged 59 years, 9 mouths, 27
Bought of a confectioner It Is expensive, and
days.
CLEMENT—At Penobscot, Aug 2, Mrs Sylvia not always convenient. Made at uome It costs
no trouble.
only the material and
Clement, aged e-2 years.
Dashes cleaned by simply dipping In hot waKANE—At Brookiin, Aug 1, Adelbert Perley ter-costs no more than a
poor freezer, and the
3
53
2
Kane, aged
years, month*. days.
saving of time and Ice makes tne Peerless IceROBBINS—At Stonlngton, Aug 2, George F
land the most economical ice freezer made.
RobUlus, aged 23 years, 5 days.
SOLD BY
SAUNDERS—At Bluehtll, Aug 4, Mrs Elizabeth Saunders, aged 7s years, iO mouths, 13
C.
R.
days.

FOSTER, Wa,3nast.

I

GREAT

I

Business is quiet and we want to unload some of our surplus stock, and if low
prices will be any object to the citizens of Hancock and Washington counties we will
reduce it in short order. This is the chance of your life.
It includes our entire stock,
new and old.
$70 will buy $100 worth of goods. Look at our window-full of bargains,
then drop in and see the extremely low prices we have on our Dining-Room Chairs,
Sideboards and Extension Tables.
Then you will see that it’s no idle boast when we
These prices are not only on dinsay that you can buy $100 worth of goods for $70.

ing-room furniture, but

on

everything.

J

Lace Curtains anti Draperies in the fall; why not get them now and save from §3 to §9 on them? During this sale you
can buy a pair for §1 that you would have to pay §1.75 or §2 for in the fall. Isn’t it worth saving, even if you do have to lay them away for a month?
You can buy groceries enough with what you would save on it to last a
Now would be a good time to get that Chamber Set you are talking about.
long time, and it is so with everything in our whole line. If you intend to get anything in furniture in the fall, do so now and save money.
You will have

some

positively close next Saturday night; don’t forget this. Lots of
Of course, as we give such a large discount, we cannot deliver
rare bargains still left.
any goods outside of the city; so bring in your hayricks and we will fill them up for a song.
This sale will

A. W. CUSHMAN & SON.
a

Furniture of all kinds,

Draperies,

Paint and

Oils,

Window

Pictures and Picture

Shades,

Moulding,

Undertakers and Embalmers.

Wall

Uace Curtains and

Paper.

The istnril hat tubtcribere at 106
the 116 poet-office, in Hancock county;
ait the i.1
papers in the county ooi.tOined do not reach to many. The American u nc.) lhe only paper printed in
Banco
county, and hat never ciaimodto
he, but it it the only paper that can properly be called a Cor NTT paper; all the
rtltare merely local papert. The circulation of Ti t American, barring the Bar
Barbor Record's cummer Mat, it larger
than that of all the other papers printed
in Hancock county.

of
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The farm of the late James Joyce has
been sold to Charles Kent, who will move
his family there in the fall.
Steamer “Stella Picket” brought a party
here from Deer Isle, among them being
Hon. E. P. Spofford and S. B. Tburlow*

tee

paget.

Mariboro.

account of the illness

bur,

TEN

j

Sepnnbiced

Ten Colors from

in

called at 10 o’clock.

preached In the Congregation,I
last Sunday morning; Mias
Agnr,
Wooding, of Philadelphia, sang. Next
Sunday Kev. A. W. Archibald, D. dm q|
Brockton, Mass., will preach, and M|„
church

learned will slog.

A triangular baseball league bae
been
formed between Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor and Tremont. Kach
»|||

At noon, dinner will

play three games
for championship.

In the afternoon there will be
public exercise*. Bev. C. U. M. Harwood
will deliver an addresa of welcome, to
which Mr*. James McKean will respond.
In the evening the “campfire” will be
kindled.

specially

sat, at the request of the Publishers,

get It.

us

lege,

be served.

Late Pho-

a

o,!

he

Kev. Dr. Heclye, president of Smith
co|.

Next Wednesday the veterans of the
JBtb Maine regiment will bold their annual re-union in Bluebiil. Aa many of
the members of this regiment live west of
the Penobscot, an excursion will be run
from Belfast and Besrwport.
A tig attenThere will be a business meeting in the
town hail at 9 30 a. in.
The roll will be

SfTS,

i

for irhich the President

tograph,

;

w

ith each

other tee,„
present, each nine
has won a game. These nines are
largely
made np of college boys, and tome
r«ttllng good games may l<e expected,
Aug. 6.
At

_j|

Ratal t»r*Mta.

George

k

(Size I4\2t Inches)

Ark.

31.

and moat of

dance is looked for.

of Lorenzo Wil-

Arthur

July

anything since the
evidently needs
stern, relentleva discipline of married
life
began;

world
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ever
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PRESIDENT McKINLEY

Mansfield, who has been in
town, the guest of bis grandfather, Nahum Hodgkins, the past two weeks, has
has returned to Bristol, Conn.

Ostsfy iVwrt

nUlition<il

*»

Ik

boys’ grandfather.

the

CXHJNTY NEWS.

A Magnificent Portrait

Mrs. I.ucretia Strout’and children, of
Ellsworth, visited her father, Roland
Hodgkins, last week.
John Estey and Miss Alice Blevin, of
Cambridge, Mass., who have been staying
at Naham Hodgktns’, have returned home.
Charles Estey, of Brockton, Mass., arrived Friday and returned home MonAn attentive audience beard his
day.
lecture Sunday evening.
Mrs. S. H. Remick, Melvin and Homer
Wilbur were called to Ellsworth Sunday
on

Atlantic.

County A'ori,

Clough,

A.

Boston,

of

is

In

Visiting perl lea

town.

making

_

Mias

Lena

is

some

and local fishermen
are
big catchea of perch and

considerably
published by us shortly. It is now tieing printed for us on heavy better.
Kay Dyer bad a toe caught in a horae.
one of the largest art lithosuitable
for
a
form
in
framing,
by
plate-paper,
W. Brooks Wescott went to Portland rake last week, so badly crushing the
toe
work.
of
French
color-plate
style
graph houses in America, in the famous
that It had to be amputated.
Thursday.
Every American family will want one of these handsome pictures of the PresThe Butler reunion will be held at KalA’gernon Dresser, of Portland, Oregon,
Mrs. Joseph Slauley and daughter ident. It must lie remembered that this picture will lie in no sense a cheap
Johnson Staples, of Rockland, is visitis In town.
agudor spring picnic ground Wednesday
of
Bar
are visiting her
Harbor,
of
illuminated
Louise,
These
his
E.
M.
the
tie
an
of
printbrother, Capt.
very highest style
ing
Staples.
chromo, but will
example
Aug. IS, If pleasant; If stormy, the first
Mrs. Elizabeth Hardin is visiting 8. H.
daughter, Mrs. Harvey Hodgkins.
are the only survivors out of a family of
ing. It will be an ornament to any library or drawing-room. Our readers ran Osgood and wlfa.
fair day, A short programme will be
prefourteen.
Mrs. 9. H. Remick, with her sons have the
and a pleasant time Is assured.
McKinley portrait at what It costs us (namely, ten cents per
Mioses Ethel and Fannie Btover went rented,
cfTice
A. Clapp wife and family, who have Melvin and Homer Wilbur, was called to
it
to
this
and
out
the
below,
sending
will
be
served
Dinner
at the hotel for all
coupon
j Lakewood Saturday to attend the copy by merely tilling
| to Boston Thursday.
been stopping at Rock End cottage, left
who wish, and Ire-cream, lemonade and
at once. Then- will be such a demand for the portrait when it is published
Mrs. E. M. Carter has been visiting
Friday for Deer Isle, where they will speud funeral of Lorenzo Wilbur.
confectionery will be for sale by the prothat we advise sending orders in advance. As many copies as may be desired
Are.
relative* in Sedgwick the past week.
Aug. 6.
a few weeks at the Reach.
prietor, Robert ferwrle.
can lie had on one coupon, providing ten cents is sent for each copy.
Summer
visitors
an excursion
July 30
B.
Placentia island is on fire,and the heavy W#«i Hancock.
enjoyed
coin
or
in
remit
Write name and address plainly, and
postage stamps.
on the steamer
Mrs. Pbebe Hodgkins is very ill.
Mrs. Harriet Joy, who has been to the
Mrs. Lilia Jordan and daughter Mabel,
Maine general hospital for surgical treat- j
meat, came out of the hospital Wednes- of Auburn, are visiting Mrs. Jordan’s
father, J. H. Douglass.
day.

of wood which gives such beauty
the island is doomed to destruction. It
ia criminal carelessness for parties to leave
Ares on these uninhabited islands. This
is not only a great loss to the owner, but
the beautiful green islands are ornaments
to the route along the coast.

growth
to

Dr. J. F. Proctor, of Boston, who is
stopping here this summer, has made
quite an interesting collection of Indian
relics—si one spears, arrow heads, stone
knives and some fine specimens of pottery—all of which were dug out of deep
shell heaps that may have been undisturbed for two hundred years.
S.
Aug. 6.

David Farnsworth has gone to Jonesboro to spend a few weeks.

Miss Ella Crawford, of Lawrence, Maas.,
is a guest at Benjamin Sbute’s.
Mrs. Malcolm Googins has gone fo
Cherry field to spend a few days.
Mrs. Hollis Whitney, of Detroit, is visiting her parents, Lorenzo Linscott and
wife.
Mrs. Daniel Crlmmin and
of Sullivan,

are

visiting

Charles,
at Israel Dur-

return to

Georgetown

in

a

few

days.

Miss Nellie Robbins and Mrs. Lizzie
Rowlston with her little son, came from
Boston last week, and are with Miss Angeline Robbins.
The drought continues severe in this
section, no rain having fallen siuce the
25tb and then the rain lasted less than
two hours.
Forest fires are raging near
Stonington, and a large tire shows east of
here, said to be on a small island which is
completely swept by the flames. Fields
and pastures are dry and brown.
The chief event of the week here
the

Sunday

The weather
number

which
There

was

attended.

was

games,

was

picnic on Tuesday.
perfect and quite a large

school

After

the

dinner,

served by classes, there were
which all enjoyed.
etc.,

races,

potato race by the boys, an
egg race by the larger girls, and straight
runs by the smaller children.
Prizes were
given the winners in each class.
Ego.
Aug. 3.
Cuat

was

a

Lauxun*.

Adelbert Kelley has recently purchased
the house owned by E. J. Hodgkins.
Mrs. V. J. Emery arrived Friday and is
boarding at Samuel Deslsles’.
Mrs. George

Dorothy

art

Whiting
occupying the

and

daughter

Hamlin cot-

tage.
Mrs. Bates and friend, of Boston, are
occupying Mrs. Bates' cottage at Lamoine
Beach.
Mrs. J. Hayes, of Cambridge, and Rev.
J. M. Adams, of Ellsworth, are boarding
at W.S. Hodgkins’.
Miss Lena Deslsles, who is employed at
Old Town, is spending her vacation with
her parents, E. G. Deslsles and wife.
visited the govproperty here the past week to
look over the ground before passing in
their bids.
Several contractors have

ernment

C. A. Lyon and wife, wno have been
visiting Mrs. Lyon s father, Hon. J. 1).
Hopkins, at his cottage here, have returned to Bnngor.
H.
Aug. 6.

copies of President McKinley's Portrait

me.

in colors, as described in

to-day's

paper.

Xante.
Date.

:

Address.
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Bowden

are

pnyrt.

North Hlaehlll.

Irvin and Harry
from Boston.

home

McFarland returned Sunday
visit to his brother, Wr. H. McFarland, of Boston.

Johnson, of Walnut Hills, Mass.,
is stopping at N. Bowden’s.

Mrs. Jennie Woodward, of New York,
and infant son Harold are visiting her
parents, Severin Thorsen and wife.

and Miss Jeannette Snowman, of Lowell, are the guests
of Mrs. Snowman’s daughter, Mrs. Frank

Marden. of Waltham, Mass
was recently in town for a short visit, the
guest of Prof. W. R. Butler and family.

Snow.

Mrs.

M.

Mrs. Mary K Bntler and granddaughter,
Miss Alice Butler, are visiting friends at
Hancock Point and Mount Desert Ferry.
They will also visit Bar Harbor.
Sumac.
Aug. 5.

•

siutsr mu

S«*nl

Cove

James Mooney, of Bangor, spent
days in town last week.

a

few

Miss Myra Powers is entertaining Miss
Grace Hall, of Belfast, for a week.
Dr. R. W. Bickford and wife, of Rockwho visited friends here recently,

The young ladies of this place gave an
ice-cream and cake sale and sociable
Thursday evening. The proceeds, fT.03.

They

help pay
planning

for

are

for the

same

summer

another

preaching.

entertainment

purpose.

Arrangements are being made
annual field day exercises which

for the
to

are

be held at the Bluehili mineral spring
August 24. A local committee of seven,
John E. Dority, chairman, was appointed

by Halcyon
Jones,

Saturday evening
Bend, lod., will be
expected to give an ad-

grange
of South

Aaron

Capt. J. 9. Powers leaves Monday for
Wiuterport, to attend the Old Home

present, and is
dress. There will be music under the direction of Charles C. Clough, of Bluehili.
The genial superintendent of the springs,
Thomas Grieve, can be depended upon to

Week celebration.

extend

land,

have returned home.

An ice-cream social at the hall

Tuesday
fb, which

evening, July 21, netted about
will be used to purchase books.
Herscfael Kiel;, wife and children, of
Bangor, were the guests of Mrs. Rich's
cousin. Mrs. E. P. Sawyer, for a few weeks
recently.
Mrs. Florence Goer is home from a two
weeks’ sojourn in Ellsworth as a pupil at
the summer school for teachers.
Mrs.
Ober speaks highly of Ellsworth hospitality and Ellsworth courtesy, which
did so much to make the stay of the viciting teachers pleasant.
D.
Aug. 2.
PenobMof.

Mamie and Myra Atby, of BlueMiss Belva Sellers at the
Penobscot house.
Misses

hill,

are

visiting

T. Ward well and wife are receiving congratulations on the birth of a
Charles

daughter,

born

Aug.

1.

Edward Snowman and family, of Springfield, Mass., arc visiting Vr Snowman
parents, Leander Snowman and wife.
a

s

Mrs N. Mitchell has recently purchased
uew grocery wagon and
peddlar’s cart

cuuiuiueu.

ut

wag'iu

UUUL

Dy

Aug

a

hearty

welcome to all.

W.

6.

*»i m.

Miss Grace

Beede,

who has been very

ill,

has recovered.

Miss Ora Grindie has gone to Northeast
and Miss Nellie Alley to Hancock
Point to work in hotels.

Harbor,

Mrs. F. L

Jordan and little daughter
Amy are visiting Mr. Jordan's parents,
Henry D. Jordan and wife, at West Surry
Frank

L. Jordan, who sailed in the
“Storm Petrel” two weeks ago for Rondout, is seriously ill,and at last report was
going to the marine hospital at Chelsea,
Mass.
J. E. Gott has picked seventy-two quarts
of gooseberries and fifty-six quarts of
currants from his bushes this season. He
has one little gooseberry bush (the Lancaster), which was set out two years ago,
that yielded fifty-five berries this summer
that would average about forty to the
pound. Some of the berries weighed very
nearly half an ounce.
U.
Aug. 6.
Mrs
is at

Emma

of

Cambridge, Mass.,

E. Bo we, of Ellsworth

Mrs. Samuel Moor's.

Extract of Wild Strawberry In the house.
Nature’s specific for summer complaints of every

lawn

a

sort.—.Id vt.

of

clashes
will

hold

candy sale at

afternoon.

It

W.

who has

nurnun,

atbrttisnufRts.

Baptist

the

ice-cream

an

Baptist chapel

the

Mrs.

was

Klizsbtlh

wife and

been

Watson, is

guest of Mrs. F.
in Bar Harbor.

M.

the

now

Proctor,

Koslndalc, Mass
spending her
vacation here with friends and relatives.
Miss Anna

returned

of

home

after

cake

number

visitors

of

Mrs. Ella Johns is home with
her
mother, Mrs. Nancy Johns, after a pro-

commodate.

longed

in

absence.

Mis*

Sunday

sfttmd

the

month

with

Aug.

picnic

_

Mount l)«*ert Feriy.
Samuel Johnson is
tension

on

i

large

a

went to Casliue

on

the site

PI build

of the

one

a

on

last

week.

of 8amuei

He

has

been

a

this is

picnic

to

be

Sunday

Julia Bunker
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in his
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THE UP-TO-DATE

LITTLE LIVER PILL
CURES

Biliousness,

Constipation,
Dyspepsia,

Sick-Head*
ache and Liver

Complaint.

Minneapolis, !

v

o’

}.*-

*■

LIVERITA

her

nrht, accompainrd by his mother
her relative*, of North
Laraoim,
vinited b's uncle and aan|, Mr. snd Mrs.
O P. Brsgdon, last week.
and

«,r

IVP,!.. V—iir,,i

0;%t\

boim-

with

Tim r«

fit,

CURE CONSTIPATION.

...

Uat week
mother,
Her many friends

came

spend her vacation

a

SIjocojufo

school

AL*-8-

Surfing

cathartic

are

Johnson.
Yankapoo.

Bow Are To.r KMacr, 9
Dr. Hobbs' Scaruru. Pit), cure ail kidney Ulk. Sam*
pis free. AdA
Hamad; Co., Chiefo Of Ht

CANDY

at

held,

last week.

Mrs. L. M. Bunker.
giad to see her.

the

Fourth of July.
William Gallison was called home to
Boston by the sudden death of his little

Davie,
employ
Aug. 2.

As

Q. Bullard, cf Hozbury, Mim
sisters, Mrs. Bunker and Mrs

Robertson,

Miss
to

restaurant

burned

lbe form of

Elais Arey-, of Gouldstoro, with
her granddaughter, is visiting her
aisler,
Mrs. (). P. Brs;d »n, this week.

Wednesday.

w

in

Mrs.

Miss Florence Colby is clerking at G.
A. Martin’s store at Hancock Point.

ileury Kellum

11 <- .n w.v; tha? < a%- aretl
!•*♦.*•
ar.y* ti er remebare «ter ti ost.
l h,.
rruiniT recuamend them to ®y fri**: .;
!
ng a'l they art
Tie v < ;ti i.anu. f.,g:n. Ill
represented
twenty years a
fcare rftrrn me rr. ’Tc

this year,

viaited her

Mrs. Effle Grey and Miss Bessie Strong

in-

dy 1

Ashvlllr.

A.

arv

break up

*•
I have been wdn; f* A M A ft ITT* for
Insornnla. with which \ t are b* en art'«< ted for

Miss Lucy Bunker, of South Gouldsboro, was !n town iast week visiting
I relatives.

his stable.

Th» >

or

over

|

ex-

cold

a

the

tins.

Mrs. A.

building

U*m, etc-

to

A

at

are

but it w ill be included
There will be spci-che* in the
afternoon by representative men of the
town.
The committee will arrange for
om'nst sum. Kvcryconveyances at a
body is invited.
Aug. 6._
Bob.
in

her

C.

6.

Inn.

the

at

visitors

there will not be the usual

parents Capl. and Mrs. 8. O. Moore.
Mrs. Edward Preble, of East Boston,
arrived Sunday to visit relatives here.
Mrs. M. A. Handy and Ernest Young,
of Tremont, were passengers on the
“Cimbria” this morning.

will be

Ciough'e beach.

Grace Moore arrived from Boston
to

are

summer

Btuehil! will celebrate Old Home Week
a small, way
Thursday. Tbe celebra-

tiou

The yacht “Sea Fox*’, belonging to tbe
Point yacht club, Boston, came
in during the fog of last week, and remained until it cleared.
Eastern

Jaundice,

he ad a the.

a
prevent
fever. Mild, irrntle. certain, tliey are worthy
your confidence.
Purely vegetable, they
can be taken by children or delicate women.
Price, Iffic. at ali medicine dealers or by mail
of C. I. Hood A Co Lowell. Mas-.

Pendleton hou*-e.
AU the cottages at
Parker Point are full, snd the boardinghouse conducted by II. S. Hwect is having
more cads for this gjunlb than it can ac-

llnrl>or.

1

k

Indlsrs^

nausea,
valuable

served.

were

Thirteen

A large party rode to Tuuk Pond Saturday, where a bountiful dinner was spread.
All pronounced it a most enjoyable day.
W.
Aug. 6.

Fruapi-rt

biliousness,

setts,
visiting
Osgood’s parents,
A. N. Osgood and wife.
Mr. Osgood Is a
member of the Arlington quartette.
Two candidates were
initiated
at
Mountain Kehelcah lodge, I. O. O. F.t
Friday evening—Mrs. James Mortelle
and Mrs. Walter Stover.
Ice-cream and

Miss Marcia C. Young, who teaches in
will spend August with
Lancaster, Mas*
her pareuts.
has

last week.

Mr* Nelaon Walker and two children,
Harold and Nellie, of I'ortwmouth, art
▼ lilting at Mr*. Walker** old home.
Y.
Aug. fl.

Friday evening.

party

Mrs

Bac, the wonder-worker, that makes weak men
strong. All druggists, 50c or IL Cure guaranteed.
Booklet and sample free.
Address
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or New York.

ui

Young

Saundcr*. mother of
enjoyed by all.
Mrs. Oti* Littlefield, died at her daughof
Dr. E.
Young,
daughter,
ter's home Friday morning. The funeral
Everett, Mas*., are visiting Dr. Young's was held
Sunday.
parents.
Newton Osgood and wife, of MassachuMrs. Emetine Jarvis of Brooklyn, N. Y
are
Mr.

Friday

the

Rich,

and

Mr*. John Walker gave

sou
AmwalL.

mini,

The juvenile
Sunday school

Haven 1# at home fora few weeks'

vacation.

Mrs. Charles Snowman

to

Mt*»m Florence and Cora Hteven*, of
KHaworlh, were the gueeta of Mr*. Waiter

visiting Miiu* Morse's parents, George

South lltnoM-k.

George Parker, with her infant C*»!*** Kvilrr.
Mr. Btll, from Eagle I»le light, with
Capt. William Sellers, Lester Sellers and daughter, of Danvereport, Mass is visitOtl«.
uou and gramloott, vtolled Blake’s Point
ing her parents, Henry King and wife.
Horace T. .Salisbury and wife, of Brewer, Henry Davis, who have been at home on a
Mrs. Thomas Newman, who has been recently.
visit, have returned to Bangor, where they
are in town visiting relatives and friends.
East on a visit, has returned home.
Mill Bachelor, of Boittou, Miss Nudd,
will join the schooner “Flora Condon”.
Mrs. William True and little daughter
Master Harry and Miss Gladys Newman, of .Maiden, Maas., ana Miss Chapin, from
Mrs. Sylvia Clement, an «ged and reare visiting her parents, G. E. M. Warspected lady of this place, died at her of Lexington, Mass., are visiting their gpriugtleid, Maas., arrived at Black’s
ren and wife.
Wednesday.
home Thursday morning, at the age of grandparents, Thomas Newman and wife
Mrs. Peter Jordan, of Bangor, is in
Mrs. M. A. Blake took steamer “Catheighty-two years, six months and tifteeu
Mrs. Jessie Newman, with three chiltown on a visit to her daughter, Mrs.
days, after an illness of two weeks from dren, Lottie, Mcdtt and Alton, who have erine” Friday en route for Maideu, where
Aaron Salisbury.
paralysis. Mrs. Clement was the widow of been at Calais on a visit to relatives, has she expects to apeud about two months.
Mrs. Laurette Brimmer, who has been the late William Clement.
Mrs. M. E. Muiiug, of Brewer, will
returned home.
stopping at Wallace Tibbetts' for a week,
at Fair view.
Aug. 6._SUBA.
Work on the foundation for the new stay
will return to her home in Brewer to-day.
Aug. 4.
B.
schoolhouae has begun, under direction of
VVf»t (ioid(l*b»ro.
Mrs. Annie B. Remick, of Marlboro,
N. Noyes, of Sullivan, is at his brother’s, Henry Tracy, of Southwest Harbor. Soon Went Trenton.
with her sons, Melvin and Homer Wilbur,
Mm. Amy Hopkins has gone to Bar
the building will go up, under the orders
F. P. Noyes, for a few days.
was with her parents, Eben Kingman and
Harbor lor a fen week..
of Myrle Tracy.
Miss V. C. Hall is boarding at Mrs. A. J.
wife, a few days, coming from Lakwood
j
Dolly.
Aug. 6.
Capt. Herman Douglas came borne
where they were called by the severe ill- Sargent’s for several weeks.
Wednesday, after an absence of live
ness of the boys’ grandfather, Lorenzo D.
j Miss Lizzie Hall, of East Sullivan, is at SQinrivlIlo.
Wilbur. Mr. Wilbur was taken to Ban- j F. P. Noyes’ for a few weeks.
Frank Woods and wife, of Boston, are | years.
Mr. and Mrs. Plumer, of Philadelphia,
gor hospital Wednesday where he died !
Mrs. E. Ncurse and daughter are the at the Somes bouse.
arrived Weduesday to spend a few days
the same night.
The family* have the!
|
G.
F.
Arnold
and
of
of
the
Misses
Galbraith.
wife,
guests
Brookline, with relatives.
sympathy of many friends.
Mrs. E. N. Benson is spending a few Mass., have arrived at their camp at
I
Kay.
Duncan Matthew and wife, of SomerAug. 4.
Great
Pond.
days with her mother, Mrs. John A. Shaw.
Schooner “E. T. Hamor”, Capt. Brown, ville, Maas., who have been the guests of
Sound.
Mrs. Mary Sleuman and Dr. H. F. T.
Mr. and Mrs. Augustus Hopkins the past
has gone to Sullivan to load with stone
J. Murray Higgins is working at Beal ! Cleaves are the guests of their
aunt, Mrs.
three weeks, have returned home.
for Boston.
Harbor.
Abbie Taft.
Aug. 6.
B.
1
T.
W.
Lawson’s
Hiram Treworgy and wife, of Burry, are
yacht “Dreamer” was
Mrs. E. D. Shaw and daughter Mabel
Egypt.
here
a
couple of days last week. Friday
visiting at Mrs. Charlotte Richardson’s.
have returned from Gouldsboro, where
The “J. H. Butler" has loaded with
and Saturday evenings she was a pretty
Samuel Ellis and family, of Banjfbr, are they have been visiting their aunt.
stave slabs for E. Q. Burnham for Boston.
j
with a row of electric lights around
sight
in
their
annual
visit
the
Morris!
making
Mrs. Watson and son came Tuesday
William Byder has returned from the
her. The
is 185 feet long and carhouse.
night and joined her daughter Helen, who ries a crewyacht
of thirty men. Mr. Lawson hospital at Bangor, and is slowly recoverWinifred Sargent, of Northeast Harbor, was visiting Mrs. S. D. Sargent, and reis a brother of Miss Lawson who has
ing.
is visiting her grandmother, Mrs. Emily turned to her home Friday.
j
John Butler and wife Lave returned
L.
Sargent.
July 30.
from Bar Harbor, where they have been
Boa’t Tobacco Spit and Smoke Tusr Life Aw ay.
!
B.
Aug. 6. _
To quit tobacco easily and forever, be mag
visiting,
Mothers lose their dread for “that terrible
full of life, nerve and vigor, take No-To*
Ahon.
Ang 6.
Itching piles? Nevermind U everything else second summer” when they have Dr. Fowler’s netic.
failed to cure you. Try Doan’s Ointment. No
failure there, so cents, at any drag store.—
Advt.

j

Tbe correspondent made an error In
stating that the Congregational fair
would be Aug. 15. It is to be held the 16!h.

Arthur

are

Mr*. Suite Hallabury went to Bar Haremployed the remainder of the

W. Peters and wife, of Boston,
arc visiting Mr. Paters’ father, L. E. D.
Peters.

lately built a cottage here. Friday night
they gave a dinner party on board.
H.
July 31.
Albert

Jamw Ter^dlc, of Ctmbrtdgc, Maw., ti
lilting friend* here.

bor to be
■WOO.

Lemuel

Rev. George W. Avery held the last of a
very pleasant series of meetings here on

a

▼

Miss Belvidere Gross is spending Angnat with her parents, E. L. Gross and
j
; wife.

Morse and wife.

Sherman

Vorth

ents.

For the mclosetl remittance of.cents send

are

from

black bass.

“Catherine” Monday.

gain-s.

rheumatic fever.

Hon. Grant Rogers lectured on prohibftion at Stonington Wednesday evening.
Miss Winnie Torrey returned from her
visit at Reach this week. She expects to

Parker

David Emerson, jr.. and George Gray,
of Boston, are in town visiting their par-
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son

Sunday.
Mr. Patterson, the station agent at
South l»«*r
Mrs. V. Gom spent Tuesday with friends Washington County Junction, is ill with
here.

will be

|

I

MIMR COAT1D.

TOO PILLS Sold by all drnysUU
or sent by mall
aatc
L.r° W 1 a*—iMtrfU Medical Co- Cftkaf
>mI.| by >. i>.
WHO. IN.
I llon

:

urih.

V|nine.

Harbor.

William

R.

Campbell, of Boston,
Dlrlgo.

Campbell and Mr.
are stoppiug at tbe

Worcester, Mass.,

are

:

a

Mtor

Kev. Willard Scott, D. D„ aod wife, of

Claremont.

w.

stopping

at

the

Mrs. Nat ban Clark and Mra. E. L.
llig.
gins have tbelr bouse full of Bummer
people for tbe month.

I
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wun
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The summer botela here and at Manset
full to overflowing.
It the old Island

are

bouse
too.

v. as

doing buaiuesa. It might be full

Tbe sebooner

Capt. barley,

‘•Benner”,

of

Belfast,

Bass Ilsrbor, was in tbe
harbor laat week with lumber for tbe
new Manset scboolbonse.
The Southwest Harbor emsll
boy has
found a new way to earn
money. They
are Bcrvlng as caddies for
tbe golf players
at Northeast Harbor.
Phillip Gilley,
Herbert Dixon, Victor Beed and Charlie
Fuller are among them.
Arthur Freeman, tbe
barber, of Odd
Fellows block, baa rented tbe
of

recently occupied by

cottage

Deacon Tbomaa
Holmes.
He has papered, painted and
otherwise very nicely fixed it
up, and Is
keeping bachelor’s hall there. This
miserable way of living,
however, he hope*
to change before long. No
old bachelor
To Save Her Child
from frightful disfigurement
Mrs. Nannie GaUeger, of
LaGrange, Ga„ applied
Bucklen's Arnica Salve to great sores on
her head and face, and
writes Its quick
cure exceeded all
her
It works
wonders in sores, bruises,hopes.
skin eruptions
cuU, boms, scalds and piles. 25c Cura
by Wioafx i Moobe,

guaranteed

drug-

For Women.

Dr.

Tolman’s Monthly Regulator haibrought

happiness to hundreds of anxious womenThere Is positively no other remedy known
to medical
science, that will so quickly and
safety do the work. Have never had a single
failure. The longest and most obstina tec »-«***
are relieved in 3
days without fail. No other
remedy w ill do this. No pain, no danger, no
Interference w ith work. The most tfirth:u!«
case®
Successfully treated through correspondence,and the tuoHtcomplete satisfaction
guaranteed in every Instance. 1 relieve bandied# of ladies w hom I uever see. Write for
further particular*.
All letters truthfully
answered. Free confidential advice in all
matters of a privateer delicate nature. B**xr
in mind this
remedy is absolutely safe under
•very possible condition, and w ill positively
leave no after ill eftects upon the health. By
mail securely sealed, $2.00. I>r. K. 51. TOLCO., 170 Tremont St., Boston,

LADIES
last. MiNGm
SUr Crown Brand

&&
\

•*/

PENNYROYAL PILLS. J

{jamsdlate relief, wo danrtr.no asm.
y»ar«

by trading vpeeialiste, TlawdrwJi
o ftbcir intrioNte
Send ua mu lor Muuyis
or by iua:i f 1-Ml bo*.

A trial will oooriuoc you
yor,i*'SIn cans of
book.

All

fnpprmion.

UN MEDICINE CO., Bu 193d BOSTON, NASS.
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DON'T LOOK FOR FLAWS.
Don’t look for flaw*

*

m you go through lift;
And even when you find them
It is wtae and kind to b* acme what blind
And look for the virtue behind them.
for the doudieot night ha* a hint of the light
Bomewhere in lie shadow hiding;
It la better far to hunt for * star
Thao the »p«>t« on the tun abiding.

“We learn a good many useful
things
OB the plains,” said Jim.
“Hello, below there!” eame the muffled voice. “Mr. Grigsby.”
“Yes!” cried Jim. “What is it?’
“Don't get discouraged. We are doing
Diir best to make yon safe.
It may take
some time.
Perhaps it would be better
to

keep

as

quiet

a*

possible.

Somebody

will be here on guard. If you want anything, call out.”
The current of life run* every way
“I understand.” said Jim. “When yon
To the bo* m of God's great ocean;
Don’t at* your force 'gainst the river's court* are ready to take us out, have a carriage
And think to alter its motion.
for the lady and an ambulance and
Don't waste a curse on the universe;
stretcher for the boy.”
Remember it lived before you.
“Yes, yes; everything will be looked
1
Don't butt at the at* rm with your puny form.
after.”
But bend and let it fly o’er you.
"For Miss Merrlam,” shrilled a boy's
The world will never adjust Itself
voice.
Something attached to a string
To suit your whim to the letter;
bobbed in front of the cage. Jim drew
Some thing* must go wrong your wwo!e life
it in.
It was a little bunch of (lowers.
long.
He handed it to the girl.
And the *v>nrr you know it the better.
“That
was Joe’s voice,” she said. Joe,
It la folly to fight with the infinite.
as Jim remembered, was the lame boy.
And g«> under at last in the wreetle;
Then Jim lowered his six feet of statThe wlswr man at apes into God's plan,
ure to the floor beside the girl and sat at
And the water «hapcs into the vvnm-I.
—fcl-j Wheeler Wiicvi in Progressive Age.
her feet.
“We might as well make ourselves
comfortable,” he said. “I fancy we are
00-00 O O 00-00 000-0 in for
quite a siege of It.”
The boy monned and feebly tossed, but
| the girl’s soothing hand quieted him.
A dull clang, clang, ^rom a distant
I gong reached them in the silence.
o
“Must l»e calling out the fire departj ment.” said Jim Grigsby. "We are eviBY W, R. ROSE.
dently creating quite a sensation.”
0
“I don’t like that,” said the girl.
OoO^o O O OO O O 0 0 0-6
"It will nil he an old story in a day or
Jim GrigAiy was making an improve- two,” he laughed.
“IIow can you laugh?” she asked.
ment for mining machinery and needed
“Why not?’’ he asked. “It’s all I can
an office, so be took one in « skyscraper.
do.
If there was anything else, I
The day ho took possession he stopped
shouldn't lie lounging here.
I wish I
at the news and cigar stand in tbc lobby could make
I’m
you more comfortable.
and bought a paper.
afraid I seem to you a little hardened
"Good tnornin, sir," snid the weazen and thoughtless, but it’s ail the fault of
faced lH»y who stood behind the counter. my early experiences. I’ve gone through
I was once
He was a lame boy, Jim Grigsby no- something like this l»efore.
If you've got any typewrit in or locked up in a mine for six hungry days.
ticed.
Do
you mind havingjue talk?”
*h< rthnnd to do, go to Miss Mcrriam.
“I’m glad to bear you,” she said simr.uth door."
ply.
“Friend of yours?” inquired Jim Grlg;Before he could speak agnin the elevaby in bis brusque way.
tor swayed
a
little, settled slightly,
“Friend of everybody'*," replied the caught again, there was a hoarse shout
from both above and below, and then all
lame boy.
«mm! indorsement.” said Jim Grig*by. was still again. At the first movement
she had caught at his hand with her
A few days later he bad some specifiHe took them in his
Angers.
to
cation*
typewrite.
Otdionriiy he trembling
Arm clasp and did not let them go.
would have g*>ue to a man nud bad the
"bin
are
|
cold." he quietly said and fell
I!« wasn’t used to women,
work done.
to softly chafing her hands.
Then as if
lie wasn't quite sure that he appro veil there had been no
interruption he went
f women doing work of a public nature. ; on to tell her the
story of the mine. He
1;it that morning tie* lame boy had cant'd HIIKI'I] simpry arm well, it was a graphic
t*» him. “i»on*t forget Miss Mcrriam.”
j tale, and made her forget for the mu*
It,.
.1
meat their own perilous situation.
Then
the tenth floor and sought Miss Merri- he went on fo other adventures and finalam’* room. 11 •* fuiitid it without trouble. ly drifting hack told her of his early life,
Her name was on the door with the of the mother he had lost when a boy, of
names of two other women.
One was n
his flight from cruel relatives, of his
stenographer and one an expert account- struggle for bread in the rugged western
Jim hesitated a little; then he ; country. Then he told how step by step
ant.
turned the knob arid entered.
; he had climbed upward to independence.
Miss Merrinm was a neat little woman He talkcsl of himself freely, of his hopes,
with remarkably tine gray eyes.
She
of his ambitions, of his long deferred
wasu't particularly young.
at least,
plans for happiness. She felt the pre ssure
Jim concluded, and she was strictly busi- tighten on her bands. Tbeu he suddenly
nesslike. She ! -ked the work over uud stopped short.
told hiiu when it would be dotie.
“Hold on," he said brusquely; "I’m
Scarcely a day passed thereafter that tiring you. And, see here, you mustn’t
he didn't find occasion to make use of let yourself get cramped. Try and shift
her nimble fingers.
the boy’s head a little. Swing your arms
A very que«r. a very umtsunl, struggle
and
move
feet.
Have some
your
was going «<n beneath the inside breast
brandy?"
“No.” she said, “thank you; I'm quite
pocket of Mr. Jim Grigsby's sack Coat.
One afternoon he had detained her a
How long have we been
comfortable.
little longer than the usual hour of quit- here?"
He held his watch to the dim light.
ting. ami when the Work was finished he
dashed up stairs with it. locked his door
“By (Jeorge!" he cried, “it’s three hours
quickly and caught one of the elevators and ten minutes! What a talker I am!
going down. He meant to ride down But that’s what it is to pass one’s time
with her; perhaps walk with her to the in good company." and he laughed like u
Sure enough, she
turnstile exit doors.
boy.
"I don’t know what I should have done
stepped on board ut her floor, and Jim
! if It hadn’t l*een for you," she almost
Grigsby, with a bow. took off his bat.
Then there was u jerk, a grinding whimpered, and put her hand to her eyes.
crash, a shriek from the boy, something !
“Here." he quickly said, “give me your
fell heavily on the roof of the car, the handkerchief."
Hu took it and holding
lights went out. they were falling, fall- ! the light close to her face carefully wipe !
ing, then with a horrid jerk they stopped. it. “A little sanguinary in spots," he said,
The air was full of dust. They were in with a quiet laugh.
"I>ou’t put your
almost total darkness.
fingers to your face again. There, now
As the car floor seemed to slip from unWe
must look our
your hat is straight.
der them the woman felt a strong arm lx*st when we face the big receptiou committee that is pretty sure to be awaitpass quickly about her waist, and with a
natural desire to grasp something helping us."
ful she caught am! held fast to the man’s
For the life of her she couldn’t help
When
car
the
stout shoulder.
stopped, smiling at the contrast between his lively
he slowly w ithdrew his arm.
air and his sorry appearance.
“Are you all rightV” he g«-utly asked.
“Hello, below there!" came the muffled
“Yes.” she answered. “What has hap- voice from above.
“Hello!" n ns we red Jim.
pened ?"
“We seem to have fallen and stuck be“All right?"
down
answered.
“Sit
he
tween floors,”
“No change." said Jim.
on the seat and don’t
“We have rigged a tetnpoiary cable and
worry.
They’ll
6CVO0 get us out.”
some grappling lines and ure going to let
“Where is the boy?” she asked.
you down. I>on*t be alarmed."
“I’m trying to locate him.” he an“(Jo ahead." said Jim.
lie’s
hurt.
Here
he
swered. “I'm afraid
There was a creaking of blocks and
“He’s many hoarse orders, and somebody was
is.”
There was a little pause.
There
olive."
lowered to the roof of the car.
“Here." she quickly said, "place him were sounds, too. from below—murmurs
on the seat and let me hold his head ou
and sharp cries of warning. The car rose
luy lap."
a little, and then began its slow descent.
A moment later Jiin softly laid the un- As it neared the ground floor Jim gently
conscious lad beside her.
picked up tie boy and Jane spread the
"He seems to be bleeding from a cut coat carefully over the quiet form.

^THE SQUARENESSOFi
JIM GRIGSBY.
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"Oh, no," she answered quickly. "Poor ! stepped out. There were policemen and
back
of
and
men.
ambulance
boy!"
Bremen and
"We must have* a light!" cried Jim. them many people waiting in the lobby,
‘‘Why doesn't somebody come?"
and a muffled cheer arose as they step"Hello, hello there!" came a muffled ped out.
voice from above.
“Clear the way to the ambulance.” said
"Yes!” shouted Jim.
Jim sharply to the police sergeant, and
"Who is there?"
the stretcher nun and the surgeon fell in
"Miss Merriam. Mr. Grigsby and the behind him as he stalked to the street.
boy. The boy is hurt. Send down a He was a sorry looking fellow, hatless,
light. 1 think you can get an incandes- I contless and blood stuined, but ns he
cent through the opeuing.
A flat bottle
laid the lad on the mattress and stepped
! aside the great crowd that had been pnof brandy too.
Hurry."
Hut. say. don’t move i tieutly waiting in the street for the rescue
"Yes, yes.
He hurriud
arouud. The cable has broken and fallen gave him a rousing cheer.
on the car roof.
The car has caught in
baik into the lobby, but Jane had been
the safety clutches on one side only. A spirited nway.
slight jar would send it to the bottom.
It tens just a week later that Lame Joe
We have sent for men and are doing all beckoned to the elevator starter.
that is possible. Keep op your courage."
“Hear about Miss Merriam?” he con"All right!" cried Jim. with a steady fidentially asked.
voice. He turned to the girl in the dark"Moving out,
"No,” said the starter.
ness.
"You heard," he said.
ain’t she?”
“Coin
to
"Yes," she answered quietly.
Joe.
said
marry that
"Yep.”
Jiin softly whistled. Here was a wo* Mr. Grigsby. Goln to live oat west too. I
tuan in ten thousand.
He’s got minrs out there to burn. Says
"How’s the boy?"
he’ll look around an see if there ain’t
“He’s warm and breathing easily." As some kind o' chance for me too.”
she spoke a gleam of light struck the
“That’s good.” said the starter, with a
white, fireproof wall at the car front It laugh.
“Guess that match must have
was the incandescent bulb. Jim carefulbeen made in the elevator.”
"All
meshes.
wire
ly drew it through the
"That ain’t so; I
"No,” said Joe.
He took the light thought It was. but It ain't. You know
right!" he called.
across the car and hung it above the
is
me
an
the
pretty good friends, an l
lad’s head; then he went down on his lays, ‘Guess Mr. Grigsby mast have axed
knees and pushed aside the matted hair.
She
to marry him in the elevator?’
“A nasty cut," he said and deftly j'ou
laughed. ‘No.’ she says, ‘he didn't. ’But
his
handkerof
it
with
An
she
bandaged
strips
he loved you then?’ 1 says.
chief. Over all he tied the neck scarf nodded. Then,’ I says, ‘why didn't he?’
Jane quickly handed him. Something She blushed a little. ‘Because, Mr. Grigsclicked against the wall. It was the bot- by says it wouldn’t have been fair; it
tle of brandy. Jim forced a few drops would hare been taking an advantage of
between the boy’s lips. He put his hand me,’ she says, an blushed ugain. That
over his heart; then he took off his coat
Grigsby’s a square man. Jack.”
and laid it over him.
“Guess he is,” said the starter.—Cleve"You seem to know just what to do/* land Plain Dealer.
•aid Jane Merriam.
1
that?"
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TRUSTS AND COMBINR9.

fAHmmciO
By Charlotte Teller.

!!

His steamer chair was drawn up dose
and facing hers, and be was reading
aloud.
She watched the play of lines
about his mouth and studied his brow
and nose. Suddenly she sat up, pushing
back the red hood of her cape. “Do yon
know," she broke in, “no one is really interesting unless he has suffered?”
The reader lost his place aud said with
some amusement: “Where were your
thoughts? Don’t you realize that the
heroine is just enjoying a psychological
moment?”
“I’m not at all interested in the heroine; besides, she’s morbid. I am much
interested in you”—she pulled her cape
about her and leaned back—“but I can’t
interpret the lines in your face at all.”
“That’s strange,” he laughed. “Three
days out from Cherbourg and still mysterious. Do you always probe for secrets
so

quickly?”

There was a suspicion of sarcasm in
his voice.
“I beg your pardon,” she said, letting
her 6yes follow the steward with the afternoon coffee. “I’m not probing for secrets.
If I were, 1 should be more skillful.”
He leaned over in half apology.
“I am not vain enough to think that
you have more than a literary interest
in the ’lines' of my face. Yon are a psy-

chological vivisectionist, purely scientific,
with only a trace of sympathy for the
case iu hand.
Hut do not look always for
suffering. There is little of it in the
world.
Men are fools when they say
they suffer.”
The tone of hardness In his voice
roused her to contradiction, but the look
iu his eyes kept her words back. Instead
of speaking she threw off her rug and
walked to the side of the deck, looking
down on the steerage. He joined her in
apparent forgetfulness of their conversation.
“The dead black of that woman’s hair
against orange”—he pointed to a woman
below them, dipping her black bread into
a mug of tea—“wouldn’t that be effective
in

pastel?”

should do the whole figure in clay, letting
the tragedy come out in the pose of the
head and in the lines of the hands.”
She spoke meditatively, without assertion.
“That’s good,” he answered, “but you
would need a bit of horizon, or at least a
deck rail.
And why is it”—he turned
with the impatience of a man who leaves
tragedy to novelists—“that you invariably see the pathetic side of everything?”
She was puzzled again by the line in
his lower lip. Was it hardness or repression ?
“fan

you see anything but tragedy
down there?
Look at that old woman
reading her Talmud and wiping her
tents «»n that dingy apron; aiul that woman with the sick baby—she must have
been pretty once—and all of them, How
terribly homesick they must be!”
'Hu* man shrugged his shoulders.
*T’onto, lot ns leave them; they’re hapIf they are homesick, that is sentipy.
mentality. for they have the waters unIf it
der them and the sky overhead.
He
were all black emptiness, then”—
more
and
then
said,
gently:
stopped,
You ought
“I>on*t you want to walk?
not even to think of the troubles of the
world.”
As they turned the wind blew back her
cape, and the red of it blotted the gray of
his coat.
They paced back and forth, he
with a swinging gait and she putting her
heels down first. They were both quiet,
only nodding to the others who walked
She felt
round and round the deck.
strangely oppressed. After a few moments he stopped beside their chairs.
“The band plays the Sunday service
about tliis time on the other side,” he
said, “and we’d Tetter sit down before
some one else gets these places.”
He covered her with a rug and leaned
back, with Ids eyes on the far horizon.
She watched the tired look in his eyes
fade out.
Then tht? chords of a Herman choral
sounded out into the glare of sunlight;
they seemed to push the brightness aside
and to call the darkness to arise from the
depths of the sea. The girl closed her
eyes a moment to bring the sound nearer.
When she opened them, about to ask the
name of the choral, the man’s eyes, full
fixed on the distant line of sky. kept her
still; they were filled with an awful
dread, with a repressed wildness of fear,
and they had drawn all the color from his
face until it had become a dead white.
As the music came to its somber close
he turned toward her, and she bent over
and touched his hand.
“I urn sorry, I”— She could not say
more, ami the voice roused him.
“I am afraid now that you will

think
have discovered a tragedy in me.”
IT is voice w as low, and its tones pressed back the tears in her heart. Her hand,
lying on his, grew cold, and he put his
•ther one over it.
“Child, you are making it a little hardA mist
er for me, aud yet I am glad.”
was sweeping between them, and he lean"I have just come from a
ed forward.
physician who has told me that in a few
mouths my mind will go out into the
My father, and his fagreat darkuess.
ther before him, became iusaue, but I
had ha<l such faith in my own strength!
And l cannot escape!”
For n moment she was still; then she
freed her baud from his and drew his
head down to her shoulder.
Miles around there was the twitching
of blue waves under a white mist veil,
I ml all that lived—all that was human—
was dimmed and softened—Chicago Tribyou

une.

The Absentmlnded Man.
An absentininded minister of Manayunk, l’a., tells this story on himself: “I
live in one of a row of brick bouses that
are all exactly alike, and when I came
home from a walk one day I saw a new
T don’t think much
hatrack in the hall.
of your hatrack,’ 1 called up stairs. ‘It
has a cheap look.’ I hung my hat on it
and turned into the parlor. A strange
yonng man, a friend of my daughter, I
supposed, sat with his feet on the piano
stool aud smoked a cigarette. I abominate cigarettes. ‘You seem to be making
yourself at home,* I observed cuttiugly.
“‘Yes; why shouldn’t I?* he retorted,

flushiug

up.

“I looked around the parlor, and the
furnishings seemed strange to me. ‘By
Jove,* I thought, quick as a flash, ‘I’m
in the wrong house.*
“And, sure enough, I was. I apologized to all hands, but I was sorry I bad
said what I did about the hatrack.”

yet they have one eye upon public sentiment all the time, conscious that they can
Rev. Sam P. Jones Speaks on the go just so far and no farther. Here and
Much Agitated Question.
tbere tbey have shat down a manufactory
[From the Manufacturers' Record, Baltimore ] or dosed up an Institution and affected
The large trusts and combinations al- some
individuals, but we are not looking
ready formed aud being formed by aggre- from that standpoint. When we look at
gations of capital are considered hurtful the 70,000,000 of our population, we say
to the masses and the common people.
they are only procuring cheaper and buyThiels a theory. Theoretically, a thing
ing for less money these products than
may be so, and practically It may be they could have done under other ciruntrue. When we speak of trusts and cumstances.
combines we think of tbe Standard oil
With the final disintegration of trusts
trust,the sugar trust, the tobacco trust,etc. and combines—which will Inevitably
When tbe Standard oil trust was formed come when financial
disaster and shrinkwas paying
40 oents a gallon for age of values shall come—of course the
kerosene oil; I am getting it now for 10
surplus of their product will be thrown
cents a gallon. 1 was paying 12% cents
upon the market, and only the stockfor sugar several years ago, but when the holders in these
trusts and combines will
combines set In we got It at 5%. When suffer. As sure as that the sun
shines,
the whiskey trust was organized I was In whenever
any Institution becomus unIt
would
where
tbe
hopes
put up whiskey
wieldy because of Its sire and bulk, it will
poor devils couldn’t get It, but they have dually fall of its own weight.
seemed to cheapen that down to where
I am su expansionist, and I believe that
they can pay the government fl.15 a one of the causes of the stringency and
revenue
on
and
sell
It
for
It,
gallon
yet
shrinkage of values in this country Is befl.27%, which demonstrates that they are cause we have not gone out over the Bess
It
and letting the public have It with our
making
products as we should have
at about 12% cents a gallon.
done. While there is a demand for our
There Is no doubt about the aggrega- products of the farm and
manufactory of
tion of wealth, with brains controlling this country, there will always be
plenty
It, that they can manufacture any article of money; but when wheat and corn and
cheaper than It la or bas been manufac- cotton and all kinds of manufactures are
tured on a small scale. The great rail- a drug on the market, and tbere is no deroad combinations, many think, will eat mand for
them, then we have stringency
us up blood rare.
Occasionally I get on a and hard times. Hut when the highways
little Jerk-water road that la not in the over the seas Into foreign countries shall
combination, and 1 want to double my be laden with our products, and the gold
accident policies and be satisfied with a Is brought back In the
ships, then we shall
II rteen-mlle-an-hour gait, and console my- nourish perennially. These great combinatlf with the Idea that I can ride all day tlons are the only powers in this
country
for a dollar, but when 1 get on tbe Penn- that can do this thing tor us. A negro and
sylvania or Vanderbilt system of roads, an old mule can make corn and cotton; a
with their schedules forty miles an hour, fellow with a f200 saw mill can make lumvestibule trains, with parlor cars, Sleep- ber; but only aggregations of wealth can
ing cars, dining cars, 1 have a hotel on build ships and open markets In foreign
wheels carrying me towards my destina- lands.
tion, and all this for Rbout 2 cents a mile.
The Art of Talking; Wefl.
Olve mv the read that is In tbe combine
It is better to be frankly dull than
to carry me where I am going.
Public sentiment is the safeguard which pedant ic.
One must guard one’s self from the
is thrown around all aggregations of
wealth and all combinations of interest. temptation of “talking shop” and of
The Stwridard nil. t he railroad cnnihinn- riding one’s “hobby.”
Whatever sets one apart as a capital “I”
tions, the sugar trust, are as sensitive to
public sentiment as the snow-bank to the should be avoided.
A joke or humorous story is dependent
rays of the sun. Trusts and combines
will not hurt the public, but stockholders upon its freshness for appreciation. Some
and bondholder* may suffer later on when emotions will not bear “warming over.”
It is no longer considered good form Jo
these great, bulky institutions become
say a word against any une. An illunwieldy and f h 11 with their own weight. natured crit cism is a social blunder.
Fifty thousand men in the United Gossip, too, is really going out of fashion.
True wit is a gift, not an attainment.
States perhaps, not more, are interested
Those who use it aright never yield to the
in the great trusts of the country. Those
temptation of saying anything that can
50,000 men know that there are 70,000,000 wound another in order to exhibit their
of other people in America, and their own cleverness. It is natural and spontaneous. “He who tuns after wit is apt
wisdom teaches them where boundary
to catcti nonsense.”
lines are,over which they cannot go withTalk that has heartiness in it Riid the
out peril to themselves and disaster to liveliness and sparkle that cvine of lightheartedness and innocent gaiety, is a
business.
No
combination
now
their
fairly good substitute for wit.
says “damn the public”, hut they have
Offer to each one who speaks t lie homage
their weathercocks out on every promi- of your undivided attention. Look peoin the face when you talk to them.
ple
nent cupola
watching how the wind
Talk of things, not persons. Tne best
blows.
substitute for wisdom is silence.
Of course, political capital can be made
It is a provincialism to say “yes, sir,”
out of sued formation of wealth, and “no, ma’am,” to one’s equal.
Have convictions of your own.
Be
social orders may raiso the black flag to
yourself and not a mere echo.
tight them; but 1 am a thousand times
Never ask leading quest ions. Weshould
show curiosity about the concerns of
more afraid of demagogues and polit Iclans
than I am of trusts and combines. Good others only so far as it may gratify them

He leaves

to

means not only the
citizen but the over-

—

which

of

the

throw of all that will

depends upon good

in

office, and

Patents have been granted to Maine inas follows: W. B. Bragdon, Cumberland Mills, Incandescent lump socket;
M. L. DeWitt, Sprague’s Mil’s, mopwringer; W. P. Huughto.
ftastport,
spool stand.
Bishop James A. Healy, of the Catholio
diocese of Maine, died iu Portland Sunday, after an illness of only r few hours
from acute indigestion. Rt. Jlov. James
Augustine Healy, was born at Macon, Ga.,
Aug. 6,1830. Iu early life he turned his
attention to civil engineering. He waa
led to turn attention to the t-hutch, and
in 1844 entered Holy Cross college at Worcester, Mass., graduating in 1849 at the
head of his class. He studied theology at
the Grand seminary at Montreal for three
years, end then went to Paris and continued his studies at St.Sulpice. June 10,
1854, be was ordained a priest in the
Cathedral of Notre Dame by Archbishop
Bibour. Prior to his ordination he had

we

attention to those
in the

municipal,

w

horn

j

national gov-

Mr. Stead in his book

methods
are

are

honest,

“If Christ Came

“Big

of the

Chicago”, speaks
Chicago”, and says
to

of them

clean and

of

and

loss,

human.

He thinks his

best

loves

bones of the

the downfall of other

men

and

He

preacher is
preaching to 5,000, twenty preachers
around him consider seventy-five a full
house, and a hundred a perfect jam; one
physician making $10,000 a year, and
combinations.

One

and
will

to

so

of

warm

own

his

color

prairies

In the ocean’s waters

we

find

whales and

very small fishes, and when the
come along the little fish have to
hide out. 1 have travelled over this

some

whales

country from
Montreal

to

ocean, and from
Galveston,
annually for
ocean

to

I
have
the
watched
years.
progress of events and the proeeasious a*
they inarched. I have yet to know of a

twenty

single instance where combines and trusts

permanently raised the
product. I am a thousand
times more willing to deal with the trusts
and combiuesaud purchase their products
hurt the

price

masses or

ac

hing

of misery at leisure

or

at work.

only knew the cause;
Backache pains come from sick kidwomen

neys.
Doan’s

Kidney

Pills

will

cure

it.

Ellsworth people endorse this.
Mrs. Zelpha Springer, of West Franklin.
12 miles from

kidneys

Ellsworth, Me., says: “Mj
indications of derange-

showed

ment for years, and

finally

culminated

in

marked symptoms of dropsy.
My feet
and limbs swelled, my heart troubled me.
1 could not

j

sleep

at

night

on

account of

backache, and despite the use of remedies
I received little if any benefit.
Always
anxious

obtain

to

something

to

relieve

of my trouble, if not radically cure
it, I procured Doan’s Kidney Pills at Wiggin’s drug store in Ellsworth. The first
box did

me

1 continued

good.

the treat-

and gradually improved. 1 am just
at the alloted span of life, three score and
ment

the

ten, and do not expect a radical cure, but
I can conscientiously say that Doan’s

when

appeal to them for
give it.”
For sale by all dealers; price 50 cents.
Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole
Kidney Pills, when

assistance,

claws upon, and is lens mischievous with
belly lull than when hungry—and that
41

never

I

fail to

agents for the U. S.
Remember
no

the name,

Doan’*, and take

other.

1

Utmntiscmcnls.

1
____________________

1

spread out the
piled up rnoun- !
tains around the little valleys along the
j
ranges of the Rockies ana the Alleghenies.
He
ocean*;
of the W st and

lakes and

Hours

voice—

be crows.M

mountains towering into the cloud* and
valleys below the level of the sea; He made

an

back,
if

is

may be.
When God

He made

|

one

“Take t.ff their wings and put them in
breeches, and crows would make fair
average men. (Jive men wings and reduce t heir mi amiess a little, and many
of them would be ainu>st good enough to

world

to Ellsworth Homes.

Bring

side

that

own

man.

succes-

it Would

Hard to do housework with

a

Is like

Heap of Happiness

What a

others to work for him—a
trait.

his

H' Woiiicn Only Knew

he can get
genuine human
He eats whatever he can get his
never

as

ffirtinil.

the

much like

lazy—and

hear

work

said

a

selected

me

forty little doctors in the neighborhood1
not making their grub. A Wauaiuaker
welling $50,000,000 a year means many littie merchants apply for clerkship in his j
store. It is the survival of the fittest, it i
made this

Bishop Healy was
Feb. 12, 1S75.

sor,

special question

have

we

and

which they have run to sucThe successful man or combinaover

means

profit

once

this

toward the crow, he is
of ourselvts.
He is

lies the

other

Ward Beecher

“Aside from

the road

victims
tion

crow :

“their

success

cess”.

blood

Henry

Four of

transactions
of their

their

but that in

that

first field of labor he passed to the
of St. James church, termed
He held this
“the Mother of Bishops”.
position nine years. Bishop Bacon, the
first bishop of Maine, died in 1874, and
his

the Crow.

on

For twelve

administrator.

rectorship

nerisms.
btrive to be natural and at ease. The
that conceals itself
under
affected vivacity should be controlled, as
should the loud
laugh.—Mrs. Burton
Kingsland, in Ladies’ Home Journal.

Heecher

as

years be discharged the duties of two and
at times three important positions. From

te. 1 us.

ernments.

power

ary

nervousness

elect to office

we

State and

designated by Bishop Fitzpatrick,

been

of Boston, as his secretary and be assumed the duties of that office as soon as
be returned to America.
He was soon
after appointed chancellor of the diocese
of Boston, being the first to hold that office. He was also for some time rector of
the cathedral, and was given extraordin-

Draw out your neighbor without catehim. Correct him, if necessary,
without contradicting him. Avoid man-

had better pay less Attention to what we
call trusts and combinations and more

one son.

ventors

chizing

the citizen—

hurt

men

wife and

a

Rev. H. E. Foea, pastor of the Pine
street Methodist chnrch, Bangor, baa received a call from the Fir'-*
hod tat
chnrch, of Philadelphia, at |4,000 a year.
He will assume that pastorate next Merck.

_

well-being

Week’s

Winnowing wf News,
Novelty and Nonsense.
Edward N. White, an employee of Q.
A. Lewis A Co.’s mill at Still water, VH
drowned there Sunday, by the capslsinf
of his canoe. He waa forty-""'' y-sra old*
One

I

government

—

to
stick
with something that doesn't
stink ? Buy MAJOR'S
CEMENT; you know
it sticks.
Nothing
breaks away from it.
MAJOR S
St ik to
CEMENT. Buy once,
you will buy foris
There
ever.

Why try

There is nothing like a fixed purpose.
It dignities one’s nature and insures suc-

tilings

cess.

They Struck it Klctigrand thing for thi9 commu
nity that such an enterprising firm as
lt

was a

VViggin & Moore secured the agency for
Dr. King’s
tion, the

New Discovery for Consumpwonderful
remedy that has
startled the world by its marvelous cure*.
The furor of enthusiasm over it has boomed
their business, as the demand for it is immense.
They give free trial bottles to sufferers, and positively guarantee it to cure

nothing

as

good;

the
believe
don’t
substituted
and MAJOR’S LEATHER.
Two

Insist on Luting them.
separate cement*—th»*
ESTABLISHED H R.

15 an I 25 rents |H-r bottle at all tlmjrtrista.
coughs, colds, bronchitis, asthma, croup
and all throat auc! lung troubles.
A trial J MAJOR CEMENT* CO.. NEW tuRK CITY.

prows its merit.

Price 50c* and fl (X)

of any

NEW KINEO RANGE.

than I am to put my money into their
institutions and imperil my holdings,
conscious of their want of stability aud
fearing their final downfall.
Of course these great combinations affect legislation, if they do not control it
In many

instances,

but

while

procure legislation in their

OUR PEARL RANGE.
ALPINE RANGE.

they may
interest,

own

SWintiMratnU.

KINEO WOOD FURNACE.

\tSrS°nS^lh I

KINEO COAL FURNACE.

Doctors recommend them for BiliousSick Headache, Constipation, all
Liver and Bowel Complaints. They
cleanse the blood of all Impurities.
Mild in their action. Of great benefit
to delicate women.
One pill Is a dose.
Thirty pills In a bottle enclosed In
wood—25 cents ; six bottles, 8100. Sold

Manufactured

ness,

everywhere

best

material, with alljate improve-

thoroughly inspected

and warranted.

MANUFACTURED BT

sent

poet-paid.
I. S. JOHNSON 4 COMPANY, Boston, Mass,
or

ments,

of the

j

NOYES & NUTTER MFG. CO.,
F. B. AIKEN, Agent, Ellsworth.

Bangor.

S66rtti*tmtnt».

For Additional
Or

i|WE
<|

OFFER^^
From

the

now on,

largest

j!

Capt.

oar ai.l

tion This

congratulations

on

of a

son

The ladles of tbe Congregational

at

I

marked-down

for you to

get

Pique Skirts

Linen and

it.

for

a

$

song.

Summer

visitors arrive daily.
....

Shirt Waists

for about two-thirds their cost.

Wool Dress Skirts

j»

prices

at

to close.

into

Step

I;

for

bargains

for the next month.

<>

It is too early yet to
ial attractions for the

Bmi

j

DRESS GOODS

I

at almost ’ your own

stock—must be reduced. d

price—big

Black crepons, worth #1, for
9<k*1.50. for.
«
#2, for. #1.29
49c
All wool serges 75c, for.
49c
Vigeurs 75c, for.
69c
Covert cloths #1, for.
89c
I’inhead check 75c and 50c, for.
49c
Fancy novelties #1, for.
37c
100 pairs of summer corsets worth 50c, now.
250 white and colored shirt waists from 3!*c to #1.99 reduced
from 50c and #0.
Silk waists—the #5 kind. #3.1*9

4

d

1“
4

I)
11

"

#6.50 kind.

#4.99

#7.50

#5.99

“.

: |

b
^|

()
11

(>
d

J

b

.)

weather drives

Hot

cities to

]|

d

d

I

PRINTS

*.

b
(i

!|

and GINGHAMS.

(•
d

We have reduced our 5c prints to.
And our 6c and 7c prints to.

4c

Apron ginghams,.
Dress gingham, 12 l-2c and 15c kinds, to.

5c
10c

•[

Percales, 10c kind, to.

7c

b

We sell

sheetings cheajier

5c

h.

#

than anyone else.

I>»st

the

week,

j

75c

bedspreads

$1

I

if you

at.
“.

hold it

Bridgman, of Pittsfield.
guest of Mrs. W. O. Emery.

Clara
is

a

Cunningham,

ot

KHLtS WORTH

Ellsworth,

is In town, the gue«t of Mrs. Cummings,
are also
Miss Alice A. Emery, her
niece. Miss Rachel Emery and Miss O. L.
of
Jordan,
Cambridge.

ii.

the sermon
like it.

are

anxious

to

Aug. 7.

“.

00c

$1.50

“.

$1.10

$2

“.

$1.49

Table damask towels,

For

napkins

and crashes at
will astonish you.

bargains generally

M.

call

prices

\

which

,|

b

on

GALLERT.

EUREKA
FLY KILLER,
For Cattle and Horses.

(Tile ELECTRIC

|
SPRAYER,

for spraying plants, destroying potato bugs, Mies
or lice
on
cattle and
horses.

»

|1
p

PEARL, AGATE and GRANITE WARE.
CROCKERY and TIN WARE.
FISHING TACKLE.

Stoves and Furnaces.

BLUE-FLAME OIL STOVES-the only odorless oil stove in
Hot Water and Steam Heating.
Plumbing a Specialty.

J.
Main Street,

P.

Ellsworth,

COUNTY NEWS.
fbr additional County News
issaa

—

.-

.....

use.

ELDRIDGE,

/

other page*
■1

■

Waltham.

Miss Emma Kingman is very low.
E. L. Kingman and wife were in town

Sunday.
Winfield Jones and sister Laura vlBited
friends In North Ellsworth Sunday and

Monday.
Miss Ethel Jell Ison, of Ellsworth Falls,
after a few weeks’ stay here, returned
home Sunday.
Frank Dan ham and wife, of Amherst,

with

a crew

of

Me.

men, have been in town

haying the past week.
Miss Eliza Bragdon, who has been In
town through the summer, has returned
to her home in Eastbrook.
Aug. 7.

_______

H.

Changes In Postal Service.
Among changes in postal service recently announced are the following in
Hancock county:
Route 444.
Hancock Point to Mt.
Dc ert Ferry. From August 5, 1900, increase service to fourteen times a week,

during July

and

August

each

at
w

and

borne

ith his

Nickerson returned to

wife

from Ban-

a party cruising among the
islands, visited friends nere on Friday
b« fore returning home Saturday.
He
was accompanied by his friend, Ernest
of
Dorchester.
Clapp,

Crosby and wife, of Eddington,
guests of F. O. Siisby and w ife Mou-

Eben

day.

Siik Front shirts, sizes 14 to lrt.

37c

Hoys'

Wash Suits.

sue

Hoys'

Knee Pants.

19c

Men's and Boys' Wash Coats.

10c

Men's Percale and Linen Vests.

81c

year.

Schedule during that period to be daily:
hours as at present.

Miss
week

Adventists at Ellsworth Falls are well
attended. One connected with the work
s»ys: *‘A great interest has been aroused
concerning the different points of faitt,
and many *re in the ’Valley cf Decision’.”

Mabel, of
Mrs.

with

Mrs. Frank Dunham and daughter
Vara, who have been at Waltham the past
week, returned Lurne Saturday.

Aug.

Meetings

this

Tuesday,

week on

Wednes-

day, Thursday and Saturday evenings.
Sabbath school Saturday. 2.30 p. ra. Sun-

7.

day

_

services at 2 30 and 7 30 p.

in.

H' UtOO 11

MOUTH OK THE KIVKIt.

D. I. Gross, Bowdoin 1902, spent a few
days with his parents, E. L. Gross and
wife, this week. Mr. Gross ia at preseut
working in a barbershop in Bruuswick.
A small foreat fire broke out in Curtia
Dodge’s woods Monday, if tbe day had
been a windy one, the growth being so
dry, a bad fire would have resulted. As it

Murcb, of Boston, is boarding
with his aunt, Mrs. John Whitmore.

was it only burned about five acres on
lots of A. B. Clough and H. H. McIntyre.
The lose was slight.

There was a whist party at Mrs. Adelbert Garland’s last Saturday evening.

Aug.

7.
________

39c

i

Men's Woolen Coats, Sacks, Frocks, your choice,

51.10

f

COME TO SEE.

EVERYTHING AS ADVERTISED
—

I

j

I

I

i

Mrs.

There

| Friday,

COUNTY NEWS.
.Wwa,

For additional Ormnty

trr

other

paper.

Notlllk IVltolkMMl.

building

is

flour and

a

feed store for 8. P.rainard Condon.
Miss

Myrtle Hahaon,

of

Washington,

C., has been visit trig for

few

a

l).

days at

Mr*. \. C. Condon's.

Belle and Jennie

M 1-hos
fn

Wallba

rn

U*

wet

Maas.,

n.

wit 1* tin

r | ar.-

igbt

home

are

*, .ml a few
.is, Otia Wight and

wife.

Mli.tr.t Littn field have bad their flour
and

feed

»!«

raUed

r«

ai.tl

albs mid

r.ew

floor laid. 8. 1*. Gray and P. W. Per kina
did the work.
J.

W. Bridges recently spent

Itangor with
Gray. He has

Ms

daughter

also made

Ills, Biliousness, In*
Easy to take, easy to

Liver

Mn.C. F. Ko-lln* ref-entty unearthed t
copper ruin, {.taring the date 1810.
J. 8. Garland la building a large woodabed.
A game warden 1* needed in this vicinto protect the deer. Many have been
Mfn in »ha back fb :d*.
H.
July 30

ity

a

a

day in

Mrs.

Newail

short

visit to

What Shall We Have for Dessert?
ThU question arise* in the family every
ixl u» answer it to day. Try Jetl-O,
* delicious and healthful
deaaert. Pretwo minute*
No boiling’ no
pared in elm
i>aking!
ply add boiling water and «t
to cool
Flavors: 1^-tnon. Orange. Rasp-

day.

berry
your

and Straw
* to

grocer

berry.
day

Get a
10 cl*.

|

el

lockage

occupying

the

a

picnic

rushed
w

on

the twin

ill be about

I,

four-rnaater*,

SC1ENCE_^
PROGRESSES

which

MW tons each.

Great strides are made
every year. But the method of curing Dyspepsia
remains the same.
“L. F.” Atwood's Bitters
Is still the most reliable

An eugagetiv ut which la the occasion
much favorable comment and the leuderin^-of many felicitous txpre»«ioa* of
good Ai.l was announced on Wednesday
—that of Dr. Henry F Page, of Philadelphia, formerly of Buckaport, and Miaa
Nan Nichols, daughter of the late Capt.
K. P. Nichols, of this place.of

Correspondent Hanyor Commercial.

at

in honor of the

Pleasant Beach

Morang girls, of

The fifth annual reunion of the Tracy
family will be held on the old homestead
at Gouldaboro Point, Saturday, Aug. 18.
All members of the
family, either by
birth or marriage, are cordially invited.
A
dinner will be served.
Music
picnic
and entertaiument in the afternoon.

Simple

Indigestion

Chronic Dyspepsia or
Bilious Attacks yield
at once.
All dealers
sell "L. F.”

1___

Sbbrrti itmrnw.

Ruth, youngest child of Isaac Tate aqd
was seriously burned one day last
week. Mrs. Tate left the child alone a
few moments while she went into the
dooryard. She heard the child scream.
When she reached her, her clothing was
on fire.
It caught from a spark from the
stove. Mrs. Tate put out the tire.
6.
Victor.
Aug.
WEST ELLSWORTH.
Mrs. Harriet Barron

came

home

from

Bangor Friday.
Mrs. Mary E. Rooks, of Beverly, Masis visiting her brothers and sisters here
Lemuel Smith bad bis ankle badly injured Thursday while leading his horse io

|

pasture.
Mrs. Maria Stanley and

son

Lynn, Mass.,

her

are

visiting

Fred, of
brother,

Yin Smith.
Mrs. Margaret Hemp, of Somerville,
Mass., is visiting her parents, Lemuel
Smith and wife.
B.
Aug. 0.

J

—..

CLARION

RANGES AND STOVES
ARE IN HIGH FAVOR
WITH HOUSEKEEPERS

BBT_

If your dealer

i

CLARION AND ETNA
COAL FURNACES
ARE POWERFUL,

DURABLE AND
ECONOMICAL-

EVERYWHERE.

That’s on account of their lasting
qualities and the good work they do. You take
no chances if you buy a CLARION.

i

remedy.

Ootilrisboro.

house.

was

Aug,
four-masted veaael of 800 tons. After the
launch of the “Thallium” work will be

wife,

many pretty and valuable wedding gifts.

cure

KAKKWOOD.
Mr*. J
11. N'rvfiU !* «p«ndiiuf » few
week* with her fat her, Jeremiah Moore.

to

Somerville, Maas.

Donovan and William E. Harrington, both popular young
people of Ellsworth, were married at 2.30
this afternoon, at Bt. Joseph’s Catholic
church. Rev. James D. O’Brien officiated.
The bride wore a becoming drees of
soft, brown goods, trimmed with white.
She was attended by her cousin, Mias
Margaret Hurley, as maid-of-honor. The
best man was ilollla E. Davis.
After the ceremony at the church there
was a reception to the many friends of
tbe youug couple at the home of the
bride on Liberty Btreet.
There were

Hood’s Pills

is

William

DONOVAN-H ARRINGTON.

digestion, Headache.
operate. 25c.—Advt.

Sophia Dodge

Henry Betts

Miss Catherine A.

Coaling Station Bids.
The date for opening bids for the coaling station at Frenchman’s bay has been
changed from Aug. 14 to Aug. 21.

|

i
--

llurksport

Mrs. Tina Smith is ill.

Bob.

WEDDING BELLS.

1

on

Mrs. Brimmer.

Mrs. W. Eddy and
Edd inert on, spent last
Clara Nickerson.

j

go to

Mrs. George Foster, of Brewer, who was
tbe gue»t of ber sister, Mrs. J. H. Fatten,
last week, returned home Saturday.

weeks with

\

Men's Woolen Vests, your pick for.

Willie L. iirty

spent Satur-

cation with

J. H. Fatten spent Saturday at
Eddington with her stater, Mrs. Marsh.

25c

AM) MANY MOltK boon Tills< ;s.

family.

repaired and had her out for a trial on
Tuesday evening. The trial proved very
satisfactory. The engine will betaken to
Bangor to participate In the contest there
On Friday.
Benjamin Bowen, of Dorcbenter, Maas.,
who has been cujoying a two weeks' va-

K.

for

KALLS.

and Sunday at East Orland,
the
guests of Mr. Blai-deli’s mother.
J.O. Whituey has had Ticonlc engine

bear

now

JoM oft if of Ih nr Uft:

day

r*.

were

was

spend Sunday

Elmer Blaisdeil

Aoihrni.

Gertrule

C. Hastings

gor to

Rev. A. H. Coar, of Ellsworth, preached
| in the church of Our Father last Hun day
| evening, to a farge and ent hnsiastic rongregation. The*u» j *ct: “God in our l>aily
Life,” was a very Interesting one, mid was
presented in such a light as to be understood hy everyone who listened. All who

Mish

the

Irving Webber was hire from Bar
Harbor over Sunday and Monday.
Rev. George W. Avery is making some
repairs on his house on the 8hore road.

aa

more

at

Friday, Aug.

be

Rev. H. H. Sanderson, of Dorchester,
Maas., arrived Monday for the month of
August. He is spending the time with
Capt. and Mrs. Beunis.

heard

meeting

on

Hon. Aaron Jones, of Indiana, will
present to address tbe meeting. O.
Gardner, of Rockland, master of the
8 ate grange, and other public s^ieakcrs
are expected.
The public is invited.

eutertaluing friends

is

Boston.

Mats.,

day
spring

24.

Alien

i«c

mtotlng Franklin A.

annual field

Kluebii! mineral

Charles

sold for 50c, 75c, $1, and 51.50, your pick

lessons.

business

10e

25c

Peabody, of Cambridge, and
C. Beach, of Bangor, were all at
best, and give bright helpful

the

Ties.

Sargentville by steamer “Catherine” his oldest
daughter, Mrs. frank P.
Monday. Aug. 20, fur its annual Staples, in Belfast.
11
picnic. The public is cordially invited.
CtXMAX.
Aug. 6.
(I
Lynch’s band will furni-h music. Tickets
Mrs. Howard Crosby and
Mrs. Or* are on sale at stores of W
hilcomb,
Haynes
BiHkapuri.
d Mills, of Aurora, were the guests of Mrs. & Co. and E. F. Robinson.
The flr»t of the McKay «lDtx fleet of veaF. O. bos by, Wednesday.
ee'.t* building here, the “Thallium”, will
Mrs. A. N. Jewett and M iss G rtrude
The
tent
of
the
Seventh
meetings
b have gone to Brewer to spend a few
Day be launched shout
15.
inis is a

50c
75c

$1.25

ji
j

their

String

French llalbriggan 5oc shirts and Drawers.

Ilev. F. G.

At

Sultlvnn

M

buy bedspreads, especially
prices:

of scarlet blossoms

cress

j

we

The speaking was of the first order.
Rev. U. F. Dole, of Jamaica Plain, Rev. U.
U. Everett, of Harvard, Rev. Thomas Van
Nw«, of Boston, liev. Samuel A. Eliot,
K-.v. 8.

!
|

Brewer test week.

No better time to
can get them at these

a

o

j

Silk How Ties...:!c or two for 5c

Hoys’Shirt Waists.

hick of the desk.

C.

Mrs. S. J.

the 25c knit, now.
12 l-2c
polka dot
Men’s good quality hose at.
Sc, 10c, 12 l-2c, 20c, 25c
12 l-2e to 37 l-2c
All.reduced from.

cool shores.

from

Aug. 6.

b

l-2c

our

people

present, al.

Mann,

*

largest
12

now.

last

|

All "(Kids and ends" of Men's Outside Shirts, such as

of Bangor, was «- td president;
of Brewer, were A. Ray, wife and two ; Wiison,
daughter*, and Mrs. Breed, of Brewer, David B. Flint, of Winter Harbor, viceand Mra. S J. Mitchell, of Sullivan. At ! president, and llt-v. A. H. Uosr, of EllsE. C. Lord’s Mrs. Minnie Thurston and
worth, secretaiy and treasurer.
son, of Waltham, Maas., were guest*.
Fue conference adjourned to meet nut
Every cottage at Contention Cove is full,
S. J. Treand a new one is being built.
year in Ellsworth.
w orgy's
new
cottage is occupied by
i
Charles Monaghan, wife and daughter,
Hancock Pomona Grange.
I
Patrick Shea, wife and three son*, and
Hancock County Pomona grange wnl
Mrs. T. E. l>ee, all ot Ellsworth.

Miss

Ladies’ 20c grade hose,

Ray

! i

10c

Suspenders for.

Wash Silk

large delegations.
It was a most interesting conference.
The hospitality of the church at West
Uouldsboro, always so large, seemed to be
taxed to its utmost on lbi« day.
Still
there was an abundance for all.
The
ladies of West Uouldsboro are to be congratulated for their excellent methods of
“feeding the multitude”.
The church was beautifully decorated,
a
large cross cf water lines at the altar
attracting much admiration from all

!

two to a customer

tan-.ioc—three pairs for 25c

or

Collars

all linen. 15c

Four-ply,
25c

other towns sent

much

very

M. A.

among t he guests at Edge wood, the summer home of M r. and Mra. Aldtu

from

AA'e do not hesitate to say we carry one of the
d lines of ladies' and children’s hosiery in the city.

school
of

Men's Hose, seamless, black

Unitarian Conference.
The Hancock county Unitarian conference at Union church, Went Uouldsboro,
was
last Thursday,
largely attended.
Ellsworth, Sullivan, Bar Harbor and

Sunday morning.
Mrs.
Flora Sbspleigh,
of Concord
Junction, Mass, inHt Mrs. Davis’ cottage

d

Ladies' cotton underwear, night dresses, skirts, corset waists.
All our.line muslins and dimities reduced in price.

V

singing

Handkerchiefs.2c—only

White

them.

|

our

Bargain Counter.

____________

! with Mrs. Mary Freetby and daughter.
R. B. Carter, of Ellsworth, and David
Mosely, of Hancock, were at M. 1>
Chat tufa Monday, also Mr. Dorr and Mrs
# S‘e*le, of South b.'ueliill. George M.
# ’Staple* and wife, of South Penobscot,
# spent Sunday at the same place.

69c

(I

the

few of the many at

a

the specSecretary

a

ing

Surry.

enjoyed

but

ia already in corrospondeuce
number of proprietors of interestfeatures, and will secure some of

with

it..

East Surry Sunday

announce

fair,

Whitcomb

_

|

Just

success.

•nd

f

THIS WEEK!

It must
Ellsworth and in the county.
not he lost; everybody must take bold
and do his or her part to make it a

Among

daughter. Mi** Harriett®, of Franklin,
Maas., at W. W. French’*; Frank Marks,
Boston, at J. K. Marks; Mrs. Arthur
Soper, Bar Harbor, at George Hancock’s;
Mr. and Mra. LaCount, Somerville, Mass.,
at Joseph.Douglass; Mra. Albert Dearth
and daughter Mite Hazel, of Lowell, at
Mrs. Thompson’s; Mra.
May Moore,
of Brockton, at Mra. H. E. Grindle's;
Miss Oliver, Hurry, at A. L. Derr’s; Hoy
L. Dorr, Boston, at Capt O. P. Dorr’s;
Mrs.
E. L. Hathaway, and daughters
Hope and Kutb, of Lowell, Mass., at Mrs.
L. K. Keyes’.
G.
Aug. 7.

J

GALLERT’S

M.

so-

tions by Eugene Field, and was under the
direction of Misses Julia and Jennie
Emerson, of East Weymouth, Mass., and
Adele Emerson, of Worcester. The proceeds will go toward a fund to buv new
seats for tbe schoolboune on tbe bill.

j,

BARGAINS

eyes to the fact that the annual fair
has become an important institution iu

fine tailor-made suit # ciety had a fine entertainment at their
11
The provestry last Friday evening.
now is the time
p gramme consisted of songs and recita-

price,

j

BUT

some

von want a

v

BIO HTOBK.”

NOTHING

among tjie farmers. Then they
have crops pretty well gathered, end
be ready for a holiday. The association
will make special Inducements to the
farmers this year to obtain large exhibits.
The premium list is now being prepared,
and will f»e out soon.
The delay in announcing the dates for
It has
the fair has bad one good effect.
started people talking about the fair, the
fear being expressed that Ellsworth was
It has opened
to have none this year.

Among those whose condition has
reported as serious the past week are
Mrs. Avery Gray, Mrs. Everett liarriman
and Mrs. Owen A. Soper.

If

“Tim

es-

will

cent.
been

Ever ©
cot tosrether.
©

I

I.KWIH FBIKXO & W.

I

pecially

at

Tuesday morning.

Mrs. Andrew Genn got home from
Bargor Saturday after undergoing a severe surgical operation at the hospital.
Silas Dorr, an aged gentleman who has
for soma time boarded at D. G. Rich’s, is
seriously ill. On account of bis extreme
ake there ia little hope of hia recovery.
The sick ones are reported as convales-

#

Thursday,

approval,

with

meets

usual

than

receiving

are

the arrival

MBBsaanKtiMfeABaMHorcr iya«HHiM

2, 3, and 4, the Hancock county fair
will
hold its exhibition at
association
Wyman park, Ellsworth.
Ellsworth will have a good exhibition
this year. The change to a later date

A large crowd attended the dance at
Soper’s grove, Saturday evening. A flue

their home laat

and

Oct.

and

time ia reported.
Sewail Ginn and wife

Tuesday, Wednesday

On

Frankie L. Hodgdon t§ visiting
Mrs. A. K. Stubbs io Bucks-

Abbmiaimmta.

FAIR.

a (iood ExhibiYear.

Kllsvvortli Will Have

port.

I

MARK-DOWN PRICES

other pages.

see

And.

MIm

|J,

collection of

County .Vnri,
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THK

COUNTY NEWS.

fact,
user*.

that are attcted bjr thouaand*
See our special circular*.

does not hare them, write to us.
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